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INTRODUCTION

/-
The eighteenth annual Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing

was held April 26-29, 1981, at the Illini Union, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. New technologies for processing, transmitting and
storing information present newopportunities and challenges to libraries.
The papers from the clinic discuss current developments and applications

of these technologies, together with some of the issues which they raise.
Technologies for information processing include microcomputers

and word processers. Fosdick presents a tutorial on microcomputers, while
Woods provides many examples of microcomputer applications in techni-
cal processing, public services and management activities of libraries.
Hoyt describes the many applications which the USDA's Technical Infor-
mation Systems has found for the word processer. Penniman surveys
available data entry and display devices.

Technologies for information transmission include videotex and tele-

text. Veith identifies projects, in the United States and abroad which are

testing the market for these new information systems. Divilbiss highlights

some recent developments in telecommunications, including electronic

mail, facsimile, two-way cable, and digital telephones. To store informa-
tion, videodiscs now supplement the microforms and magnetic tapes with

which librarians are already familiar. Schipma outlines the basic charac-
teristics of videodiscs as a storage medium.

Complementing the papers on technology are three others whiCh take

the form of technology assessmentan analysis of some of the issues and
problems raised by these technological innovations and applications.
Miller addresses the question of copyright protection for computer soft-

ware and databases. Nielsen explores the relationship between technologi-

1



LINDA C. SMITH

cal change and professional identity. In his keynote speech, Wigington
cites the changing roles of the information professional as information
technology evolves.

A recent book defines the "techno-peasant" as "anyone who's techno-
logically illiterate." For those who want to learn about the new informa-
tion technologies, the present book offers an overview of their
characteristics and potential applications.

LINDA C. SMITH
Editor

REFERENCE

f Cunningham, Ann M., and Begley, Sharon. The Techno-Peasant Survival Manual.
New York: Bantam Books, 1980, (cover).



RONALD L. WIGINGTON
Director of Research and Development

Chemical Abstracts Service

Technology Alone is Not Enough

Many have traced the evolution of information transfer from drawings on

the walls of caves to inscriptions on stone tablets, to scribes writing on

papyrus or other early forms of paper, to "Gutenberg technology." By now

it has become trite to mention that computer and electronic communica-

tions together represent another revolution in the transfer and utilization
of knowledge. Yet I mention it because we have only scratched the surface

in understanding and using these mechanisms for supporting human

le:rning and. for facilitating human decision-making.
We are rapidly approaching the point at which the mechanical and

inherent cost impediments of media and,mechanisms for information

transfer and knowledge production will disappear as limitations to reach-

ing the full potential of information systems. With these impediments out

of the way, what is left to inhibit knowledge creation and dissemination are

the arrangements necessary toderive the revenue for supporting the infor-

mation processing, distribution and use mechanisms, and, most of all, the

limitations of human intelligence to deal with complex situations.
.But this is getting ahead of the story. Let us first review the founda-

tions that have been prepared for improving information handling.

Possibilities and Practicalities

I had the privilege of leading a study of the status of information
technology and its application to libraries. It was done under the auspices

of the National Academy of Sciences, and was supportedby the Council on

Library Resources. The results were published in 1972.1

3
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,When we entered that study, the implied question was: "Why hasn't
computer technology brought the dramatic revolution to library functions
that had been expected?" And, when we started, we expected to find that
some underlying technology improvement was necessary for the expected
improvements in library operations to occur. Yet when we finished the
study, one of our conclusions was: "The primary bar to development of
national level computer-based library and information- systems is no
longer basically a technology feasibility problem. Rather it is the combina-
tion Of complex institutional and organizational human-related problems
and the inadequate economic/value system associated with these activi-
ties,"2 That conclt8ion is even more valid today than it was in 1972.

The papers in this clinic feature several examples'of new tools that are
.becoming widely available for a variety of information system' purposes.
They are very interesting and promising tools, and need to be well under-
stooa for their potential for being used in the library environment and as
substitutes for functions now performed in library environments. In read-,
'ing about these tools throughout these papers, one should keep in mind
that they must be understood far more deeply than the obvious potential
each of these tools may promise individually. The proper attitude was well
stated in the November 1980 issue of Datacomm Advisor:

Technology has advanced to a stage where the products and services of
computer companies and the telecommunication companies are con-
verging with those of the office equipment companies to produce infor-
mation systems that can tie together dispersed information functions.
The computer industry talks of distributed systems, but what we, really
mean are computer systems that are physically distributed but logicalll
interconnected to respond to the information needs of an organization.

This statement emphasizes that it is extremely important .to understand the
larger context in Which the information system tools are to be applied so
that they can be truly effective.

Libraries and Information Technology

Information technology is multifaceted and includes computers, tele-
communications, various output devices (including photocomposers,
nonimpact printers, and other image media), as well as interactive termi-
nals. In general, information technology must provide:

means for storage of information, appropriately organized;
mechanisms for input of the information for machine handling;
means for information transfer from producer to organizer, to and

among storehouses, and to the consumer; and, related methods for
maintenance and management of the storehouses;

means for intellectual and physical access;
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mechanisms for output from machine form for human use;
mechanisms for manipulation of information and for control sso-

'ciated witb all of the above functions.4

Libraries, as storehouses and as institutions to enable the use 'of
-recorded human knowledge, have been around for a very long time. They

are much maligned and often unappreciated institutions. Primarily
because of economic pressures, they have applied technology to aid the
functioning of internal library operations in acquisitions, cataloging,
circulation, and interlibrary loan. Attention is now turning to improving

the service-providing aspects of libraries, such as subject access and docu;

ment delivery.
Toffler, in his book The Third Wave,5 referred to libraries as "Second

Wave". institutions based on the printed word, centralization, economy of

scale, etc. He questioned how will libraries function' as social memory in

the future, when the information transfer medi urn has shifted to computer-
dominated methods and there is greater decentralization and individuali-

ration in information use.

Voices for Progress

There have been many visionaries w.ho have projected and worked

toward enhanqd information systemsto support knowledge organiz2tion

and application. Vannevar Bush, in the Atlantic Monthly of July 1945,

described the Memex as a mechanized memory (before computers) for
recording, retrieving and using knowledge in the intellectual work of

individuals.6
Doug Engelbart, in his work of many years which led to the Labora-

tory for Augmentation of Human Intellect at the Stanford Research Insti-

tute, demonStrated a prototype of an "electronic Memex_" and showed how

to use it for a variety of purposes. It was very clear, from observing that
work, that enhancement of information systems requires intellectual disci-

pline and training in addition to automated tools. Engelbart also rediscov-

ered the necessity for formal organization of information in the role of

information center for the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)

network.
J.C.R. Licklider and colleagues at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT), in the MAC system and, subsequently, the MULTICS
time-shared computer system, showed that flexible computer-supported
environments were effective both for computational support of science and

engineering and for report productiona forerunner oC modem word
processing. cr YPESET and RUNOFF were programs implemented on the /
MIT systems which have many descendants in the present generation of /
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orcl-processing systems.) Also, a farseeing. but premature, experiment in
library automation, INTREX, was performed on that computer system
base.

Murray Turoff of the New Jersey Institute of Technology has demon-
strated in his Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES) the produc-
tive potential for a geographically and 'temporally dispersed interaction
among individuals, and support of that interaction via organized recorded
knowledge. Computer conferencing is another facet of information orga-
nization, storage and use.

F. Wilfrid Lancaster of the University of Illinois has always been a
leading proponent of "paperless information systems." He has docu-
mented the implications of Such systems, and library institutions would be
well advised to understand those implications-.

I have had the privilege of knowing all of these visionaries except
Vannevar Bush, who was somewhat "before my time." What is striking,
and what these researchers have in coMmon, is that they all were unhin-
dered by tradition and that, at one, time or another, were not believed by
their contemporaries.

In his National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Service Miles
Conrad Memorial Lecture in March 1980, Carlos Cuadra .expressed the
challenges to libraries in coping with the change in emphasis in the
following way: "I do not know how well libraries will manage to shift their
emphasis from a collection orientation to an access orientation, but I
believe their surVival depends to some extent on their success in doing
this."7 The technology tools Covered in these papers are concentrated on
some of the means to achieve the access orientation.

Issues and Problems

Let us turn to the issues and problems that library and information
professionals must face now and in the future.. These fall into four
ca tegories:

I. distributed function in an integrated environment,
2. integration of information support with the work environment,
3. the economic fraMework, and
1. the role of the information professional.

Distributed Function in an Integrated Environment
Several years ago, much of the focus oflibrary automation technology

attention was on the central facilities required to implement library man-
agement processesthe computers, information storage media and soft-
ware for large databases, and basic teleprocessing and communication
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networking. In these papers, much of the attention has moved outward to
the technology that will interface directly with the system users. The key

elements in that technologY are microcomputers of increasing power and

low-cost input 'output devices suitable for operation at the user site. These

furnish the basis for providing functions for the user which are more
respons'.ve for small tasks than can be supported remotely over today's

normal communication lines, They also provide the opportunity to sup-

port the user's own work flow directly.
These tools, however, should not be considered as isolated entities

except for the most trivial jobs. Even if there were a super videodisc which

would hold all the world's knoWledge, its utility would have to be under-
stood in the context of the total system necessary to collect, organize and
update the information to be stored on it.

The most important functions the microcomputer technology can
fu Ifi II are to provide machine support directly to the user for coping with a

heterogeneous collection of information resources, and to support the
individualized interaction with that information subsequent to retrieval.

Systems for online information services from library systems and from the

various facets of the information industry have developed at different
points in time, were guided by different design goals and principles, and

are driven by different economic and service motivations. A universally

standard interaction language, standard data representation, and common

query formulation strategies do not eist and are not going to be devel-

oped, any more than all the countries in the world are going to switch to

Esperanto. The modern Tower of Babel is embodied in the growing
patchwork of resources loosely linked together by various data communi-

cation networks. Something is needed to bridge the gaps.
Intelligent terminals or, in some cases, locally supported clusters of

terminals-provide ways to c3pe with the heterogeneity and to bridge the

gap between human skills and habits and the details of interacting with

computer systems. Ranging-from almost trivial to very challenging, the

functions to be considered for implementation in such terminals include:

automated support for administrative trivia, such as LOGON, passing
of accounting and identification infotmation, etc.;

command language mapping and command Ncript" management;
query analysis and management of the selection of resources to be

accessed;
Merging and formatting of retrieved results for viewing;
data management of, and retrieval from, private/Nork files; and

computer-aided training for use of all of the above-listed functions.

Until sufficiently powerful microcomputers i'intelligent terminals are
developed, an alternate implementation site for the more complex func-.
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tions would be a service host on the network to supply such intermediary
services.

Present major library "networks" are'not truly computer networks.
They are mostly centralized service functions reachable over public and
private communication networks. Some distribution of function is begin,
ning, but this .is a relatively recent development. As one becomes serious
about linking these so-called networks with each other and wiC, other
electronically accessible information services tor total information sup-
port for usersthe kinds of bridging functions discussed will become more
necessary. .

Integration of Information Support ,with the -Work Environment
The visions of Memex will- not be fully achievecl until retrieval of

in forina ti on from formal sources (libraries and other information services)
can be merged naturally with locally generated information,for further use
in the work flow of the inforMation seeker. This is one 'of the most
important needs to fill by means of ,distributed function, as discussed
previously. In order to do this, the information must be received in the
local system in digital (machine-readable) form rather than as the image of
a page, or must be selectively converted from the received image by general-
ized OCR techniques that are not yet widely available.

Because libraries are now storehouses of printed materials, and so far
only relatively small amounts of specialized materials are becoming avail-
able in computer-system-usable form from any source,' there will long be a
document delivery image interface.for information users who must sum-
marize, extract and rekey those aspects that are to be reused n their work.
Nevertheless, library and information service delivery systems should take
into account the evolving work environment of those they serve.

The Economic Framework
Despite what is becoming technologically feasible, the economic

framework for information services remains in an early stage of develop-
ment. As it relates to libraries, the economic framework still rests mostly on
the mechanisms of the pre-photocopy publication industry and institu-
tional funding of library services.

There have been changes, of course. New copyright laws have been
passed, and attempts have been made to define the impacts of new technol-
ogy. "Fee-for-service" practices have been instituted which depend on
use-oriented metrics, such as "first-time use" charge'of OCLC, and sdme
net-lending libraries are charging a fee for interlibrary loan. However, the
institutional funding mechanisms of governmental authorities at various
lvels still cope much better.with fixed annual fees rather than fees based on

iz
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use level. Although many industrial laboratories continue to regard their

library support as part of fixed budget overhea0, some treat library func-

tions as charge-back services of value related to the direct effort of doing

work. (The costs of information functions should be regarded in the same

category as the. cost" of equipment for laboratory investigations.) The

sof tWare industry has pioneered pricing and conditions-of-use terms that

are based on t*lie ils'e of the software, rather than on the phygkal meanS of

transfer of the software and the work necessary to install and maintain it.
Nevertheless, there remain issues in the economic framework that are

not yet adequately settled. Contractual agreements for the access to.and

reuse of information,, following the software marketing practices, theoreti-

cally would be able to cover any definable condition. Howeyer, we have not

yet beeti able, to cope with the transfer of retrieved information to local

support systems for reuse, an important capability from the user's pointof

view. '11w boundaries of control and compensation for derivative files,
especiallY if they corrre from multiple sources, remain a source of contro-

versy belween database suppliers and service vendors.
Also, information flow across national boundaries, as an item of

commerce, is being subjected to the same protectionist trade policies as

other goods of commerce. The communication tariffs imposed by foreign

PTT (postal, telephone and telegraph authorities), which are usually
goverhmental bodies outside the' United States, are the equivalent of trade

barriers fOr other (e.g., automobile and electrOnic equipment) industries.
The U.S. information industry is at a disadvantage because of them.

But perhaps the most immediate economic problem facing libraries is

the economy of resource sharing. The cost squeeze of the 1960s
Continuing todayforced libraries to find ways to eliminate duplicative
work. The initial existence of OCLC and its meteoric rise were based
entirely on the advantages of resource sharing for shared cataloging.

Today, other economic facets are en t6ring the library network picture.

Some of '1.hQse have different effects. To the extent that duplicative work,

developmental or operational, is eliminated I( resource sharing con tinues to

be beneficial to the total society of inforipation producers, organizers,

storehouses, and especially users, by reducing the total expense of provid-

ing a specificievel and range ofservices to aers and thus reducing the total

cost to tRe funding sources (both institutional and market-based). But to

the extent that the resource-sharing actions simply 'redistribute the total

cost of providing the information services,over the total population, they

are self -.destructiVe.
This situation is best illustrated by an old story, called the "Tragedy of

the Commons" and first described by William Forster Lloyd in 1833.8The

tragedy of the commons is depicted by a pasture open to all. Each herds-
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man attempts to maximize the number of cattle in his herd as a hedge
against the ravages of tribal wars, poaching and disease. However, as time
goes on, conditions change. More social stability is achieved, reducing
tribal wars and poaching, and progress is made in conquering disease. The
total number of cattle of all the herdsmen reaches the total carrying
capacity of the common land. As a rational being (which of course every
good manager is) each herdsman seeks to maximize his gain. He is guided
by principles of utility. For example, he asks, "What is the utility to me of
adding one more animal to my herd?" The positive return is the proceeds
from the sale of the added animal. There is a negative impact, also because
the added animal causes overgrazing to occur, and thus reduces the effi-
ciency of fattening for market all the animals in all the herds. However, the
herdsman who added the extra animal only bears the burden of a fraction
of that disadvantage, so it is still to his own advantage to add the animal.
I Ie and all the other "rational" herdsmen continue to add animal after
animal, each to maximize his own return, until total ruin is reached; the
overgrazi nk of the pastures goes beyond the limits of survival. The pasture
dies, and an the herds are wiped otit.

The destructive aspect of resource sharing in the library communi ty
that part which shifts costs rather than totally eliminating themis the
equivalent of the above story. The urge is to minimize the cost of operation
of each party (i.e., maximizing individual return), and the eventual result
will be the wiping out of the total revenue support base necessary to supply
the very substance of existencea classic case of "killing the goose that laid
the golden egg," otherwise known as suboptimization. The economic
dynamics are the same, and ruin is the inevitable result. Clearly, joint
economic planning and "statesmanship" are called for. Establishment of
incentives to cause this to happen is one unsolved problem.

The. Role of the Information Professional
Research libraries and information service intermediaries should look

forward with enthusiasm to changes in their roles as library and informa-
tion technology evolves. Job enrichment should result as the information
professional expands into substantive work and decision-making, not
remaining merely as an efficient conduit for information on the basis of
which others make decisions and take actions.

The argument about "end users" versus information intermediaries as
a target for the design of information service delivery system is pointless
and nonproductive. More and more people who are not deeply trained in
the intricacies of interaction with library and information systems will
need to use computer-based systems, just as they have used card catalogs
and indexes and other information location tools for many years. It was

1
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recently reported that more than 50 percent of the use of the New York
Times Information Bank had already shifted to end users, rather than be
used mostly, by librarians or other information professionals.

The demands of the system requirements for such purposes were
'brought home directly to me by my daughter's frustration as a student in
using the library system at Ohio State University. It is a well-established
computerized catalog and circulation support system from which I get
excellent service (via my local reference librarian!),

There will not be enough information professionals to handle the
bulk of the interfaces with library and information systems of the future.
The systems we design and operate must accommodate both classes of use.

I see the important expanded roles of information professionals as theSe:

I. Through the understanding of information organization and retrieval
principles and processes, the information professional will fill a prime
role in the design of man-machine dialogue and algorithms for use by

persons less experienced in information system intricacies. This elevates
the attention and efforts of the information professional to the meta-
level, a higher intellectual pursuit than simply personal proficiency in
organizing and finding inforrhation. However, to do this, the profes-
sional can not think just about what he does well personally. He must
develop a deeper understanding of processes that can be used success:

fully by those less highly trained.
2. Performing the very difficult information retrieval tasks for poorly

forrned questions and for investigations that require capabilities at the
limits of those available from established service systems will still
require the attention of the experienced information professional. For
example, an experienced stock car driver can safely get far more perfor-

mance out of an automobile than can the general population of drivers.

3. Expansion into performing interpretative studies, including studies
requiring subject expertise beyond that of information system skills, is

another direction for enrichment. Studies performed by the Congres-

sional Research Service for members of Congress and the many inter-
pretative reports for business planning, financial management and
technology applications that are being marketed are two examples. As

our society becomes more and more an information-dominated one,
these functions will be needed more universally, and the persons who
perform them must have dual competencesubject and information
mechanics.
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Conclusion

I hope that these remarks cause you to think about the multifaceted
issues and impacts you face as library and information professionals. Our
activities are crucial in the effective functioning of modern society, which
is very dependent on effective utilization of past knowledge as a support
base for present understanding, innovation and decision-making. We are
called upon to make effective use of technology toward those ends.
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The Microcomputer Catalyst

Introduction
Microcomputerit is a word many of us first heard only a couple of years

ago. Yet the technology this word represents holds promise of tremendous
change. The cfianges catalyzed by microcornputing and its associated
technologies may alter the fundamental nature of information handling in
all its forms. This, of course, means that libraries and information centers
will be profoundly affected by this new technology. This paper attempts to
indicate some possible directions of the changed prompted by microcom-
puting technology. However, these ideas are offered only with the dis-
claimer that technology in this area is developing So rapidly that no one
involved in computing can fully understand its implications. Hardware
designers and software engineers involved in microcomputing are them-
selves still attempting to discern the values and possible uSes of microcom-

puters. The only "given" most would agree upon is the recognition that
rnicrocornputers will alter the basic manner in which computers are used

and viewed in our society.

General Definitions

Before exploring the implications of the previous statements in rela-
tion to information processing, some basic definition of microcomputer
needs to be established. This task is, unfortunately, much more difficult
than it first appears. Most of us presently conceive of micrcomputers as
computers physically small enough to be called '4desk-top" computers.
This definition is readily usable, if not always strictly accurate. Another
nontechnical definition would state that a microcomputer is a computer

13



14 HOWARD FOSDICK

one can purchase at a retail store. This would include, for example,,the
Radio Shack or Apple computers, widely advertised on television. This
defini Pon is fine, too, so long as it is recognized that this expresses only one
aspect of rnicrocomputing. The concept of retail outlets for microcomput-
ers has developed only in the past few year's, and it should be borne in mind
that microcomputers themselves were only invented in 1974 or 1975.So the
methods of microcomputer sales and distribution are recent phenomena
that may be subject to change. Furthermore, thiS last definition underplays
the vast usage of microcomputers in business and industry, as well as the
sale and distribution of these computers through "traditional" computer '
hardware vendors in a manner similar to the sale and servicing of the larger
mainframe ot minicomputers.

A Hardware Definition

Another approach to a definition of microcomputer can be derived
from the technology on Which computers are based. The invention of the
"mit roprocesser" by Intel introduced microtechnology in 1971. A micro-
processer (MP I T) is a dense package of electrical circuitry etched on a piece
of silicon typically smaller than a common postage stamp. The essential
characteristic of the MPU is that it has the ability to perform the operations
of its instruction set. Hence, the MPU can be a processer in the same sense
as the centraLprocesser unit at the heart of any minicomputer or main-

...,

frame. HoweNZr, at only several dollars per MPU, this technology repre-
sents a vastly cheaper form of central processer than was previously
available. '

It appears quite likely that MPUs will become integrated into a vast
array of consumer products in "process control" or vproduct-specific
intelligence" functions. In fact, ,MPUs already provide intelligence in
products ranging from automobiles to microwave ovens and washer/dry-
ers. This paper will notioncern itself with these dedicated applications of
MPITs, but rather with microcomputers. The difference between the two is
simply that the microcomputer represents the addition of other compo-
nents necessary for the creation of a full-fledged general:purpose comput-
er. (For example, a microcornputer must include internal memory
capability. In microcomppters, this memory presently is also based on
microchip technologysilicon chips manufactured in a manner very sim-
ilar to that of the processing unit itself.) A microcomputer must be pro-
grammable, and it is, therefore, a general-purpose computer.

A "microcomputing system" connotes the addition of associated
hardware to the micrOcomputer. Storage devices provide the system with
mass storage or external storage capability. In large computer systems,
magnetic tapes and discs provide this capability: Microcomputer systems
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have analogous kinds of magnetic storage media. Floppy discs were
invented concurrently with microcomputers and represent one common
form of storage for those systems. Floppy discs are small discs, usually
measuring either (approximately) five or eight inches in diameter. These
discs have storage capacities commonly measured in terms of hundreds of
thousands of characters (where about d thousand characters is called a
kilobyte),.or in millions of characters (megabytes). The storage capacity
provided by any particular manufacturer depends on that vendor's hard-

ware specifications. Various forms of tapes are also in widespread use in

microcomputer systems. Cassette tapes, exactly the same as those used in
home tape recorders, have been used. More sophisticated tape systems,
similar to those on larger computers, are also available. Other forms of
external storage exist,.as well. Punched paper tape was popular oh early
systems, but its use has faded before the durability and recording density of
magnetic tapes. Hard disc systems, like thoseof minicomputers, are a most

significant form of magnetic media for microcomputers. Introduced in the
late 1970s, these typically offer greater storage capacities than is possible
with floppy discs, but the .hard disc surfaces are not removable as with
floppy technology. For many industrial and library applications, hard
discs have quickly become a standard storage peripheral.

For output, printers commonly come in two priMary varieties: dot
matrix and impact. The dot matrix printers tend .to be faster and less
expensive, but the print quality varies. Impact printers, such as the "daisy-

wheel" printers, offer letter-qualityoutput. But these are comparatively
slow and expensive. An extremely Competitive situation has developed
among firms attempting to design the first low-cost printeri offerihg both
speed and word-processing quality. At the time of this writing, the first
letter-quality doi matrix printers are appearing on the market. These
printers achieve high print quality by techniques such as dot overlapping

and multiple-pass over-printing.
Finally, in characterizing the hardware nature of microcomputer

systems, it is important to recognize the online orientation of such systems.
The computer terminal, or CRT with keyboard, is the predominant means

of interaction with microcomputers. Microcomputer systems have skipped
the batch-orientation phase or development evident in the evolution of

mainframe systems.

MPU Aichitectures

The various kinds of hardware commonly associated with microcom-

puter technology having briefly been mentioned, it is appropriate to
discuss further the microprocesser units themselves. Until about 1980, the

vast majority of general-purpose microcomputers employed processers
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-with 8-bit word-sizes_Thisinean's that the instruction set was designed such
that the basic unit of information manipukUed-by the computer was one
"brie" (eight bits of informatibn). Three major groups of microprocesser
architectures, or "families," established dominance. These microprocesser
families are the 8080/Z80, the 6800, and the 6502.

Although''microcomputer sales still emphasized 8-bit MPU architec-
ture as of late 1980, the emphasisin micropro:esser design has definitely
shifted toward 16-bit and 32-bit architetures. The 16-bit microprocessers
descended from the 8080/Z80 8-:bit family include the 8086 and the Z8000.
Motorola's 68000 represents the 16-bit evolution of the 6800, while- the
16-bit descendant of the 6502 is still a rumor, called the 6516, at the time of
this writing. The first 32-bit microprocessers were publicly demonstrated
in early 1981. These include the iAPX 432 from Intel, and others from
Hewlett-Packard. IBM is said to have a microprocesser utilizing the Series
360 instruction set in a working prototype stage.

There are several reasons for this evolution of microprocesser architec-
..ture toward 16- and 32-bit designs; The first is that the 8-bit microcompu-
ters of the 1975-80 era were architecturally limited to maximum internal
memory sizes of 64 kilobytes. This is not much of-a problem for many
personal computers, but it can be ,a severe limitation on a bitiness or
industrially-oriented computer system. Sixteen- and 32-bit MPU designs
represent one remedy to this limitation:Second, most minicomputers have
I6-bit words, while mainframes most often have 32-bit designs. Thus,
creation of microcomputers of these wOrd sizes raises the distinct possibil-
ity of various degrees of software compatibility among microcomputers,
minicomputers arid mainframes. In essence, microtechnology .could
become just another hardware technique in building what were once
considered minicomputers and mainframes.The implications of this idea
will be more thoroughly explored later in this paper.

Microcomputer Software

From a computer systems viewpoint, the software, or programs, run
on any computer are as important as the hardware itsetf. Most microcom-
puters are purchased with various essential software packages. The software
may be either included as part of the basic microcomputer-system price, or
priced separately for the user to buy, as an option. In either case, almost any
use of a microcomputer (except for very limited or special-purpose uses)
requires certain essential software. Among these programs are: ( I )an
operating system, which is a basic control program that monitors opera-
tion and use of the computer system; (2) various programming languages,
which are used ill the development of computer programs; (3) text
editors, or word processing software, which facilitate the creation and

20
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manipulation of textual products .(e.g.,1correspondence or this paper);

(4) networking or telecommunications software, which makes it possible

----to have- the microcomputer communicate with other microcomputers or
computing systems; and (5) general-puipose udlity-prograrns,-which per-
form common tasks for the user (e.g., making backup copies of programs

or dka).
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prog amming products with which, or upon which, the user's "applica-

tions programs,' are built. The applications programs are the programs
that , re creaif to handle a particular need of the end user. For example, a
library circulation program is an application program that fulfills an end

user need. Needless to say, as the microcomputer market matures,
applications-program products are increasingly being offered for sale for

microcomputer systems.
,,

One important trend in computing has been the eVolution of the
"turnkey" system approach. In this approach, the applications programs
required by the end user or purchaser of the computer system are provided
by the vendor of the system with the system hardware. The previous
example of a library circulation system is pertinent to this concept. A
library could purchase a microcomputer system, along with some of the

basic systems programs mentioned earlier, and then create its own circula-

tion system applications .program(s). Or, it might be possible for the
library to purchase an exisling or generalized circulation program and
avoid sonie of the costs associated with creating that software itself. In the

case of the turnkey system, the necessary applications software is obtained

with the hardware directly from one fully responsible vendor. The vendor

must provide thetomputer programs and ensure they operate correctly.
This approach has been widely used with circulation sysfems and mini-

computer technology. The principle has been belabored here because the

economics of microcomputing technology are such that the turnkey
approach may become widel); popular with microcomputing systems.
This is especially true in that microcomputers are inexpensiVe enough that

they can be economically dedicated to special-purpose or single-purpose
applications. In view of microcomputer hardware costs, it is quite realistic

to speak of having one turnkey microcomputer system dedicated to one

library function, with other microcomputer system(s) dedicated to other

computing needs.

Trends in Computer Hardware Costs

In the previous sections, the present characteristics of microcomputer

hardware and software have been briefly discussed. It should be kept in
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mind, however, that the pace of change in this field is unbelievably rapid,
and that change itself is an aspect of central importance in considering
microcomputer systems. For this reason, I will offer speculation on a few of
the directions microtechnology may take; but first, it is appropriate to
place the impact of microtechnology in perspective by providing an analy-
sis of histOrital trends- in-computing costs: The sketches in figure I are
rough approximations only, but they serve to tell a significant story.

The first few graphs indicate that the relative prices of major comput-
er hardware components have been dropping since the inception of com-
puterl. These major components of computing systems include the "main
memory" or "internal memory" of the computer, as well as the "external"
or "mass" storage represented by magnetic storage Media like tape and
disc.

Whether or not the price/performance ratio decreases were constant,
and the exact figures involved, is not important for the purposes of com-
parison. The important point is contained in figure 1 b. This diagram
shows that the historical decline in central processer prices has not partici-
pated in the general hardware price decline to the extent of other comput-
ing system components. Even with the introduction of minicomputers in
the late 1960s, processers remained somewhat dear. The essentialimpact of
the microprocesser is that it ha's drastically bent this last curve during the
past five or eight years. The fundamental price equation of computing has
been altered in a dramatic wayfor the first time in history, processers
themselves have led the price/performance revolution. For example, the
computing pOwer one can purchase in an MPU like Intel's 8080 for $4
today cost approximately $500,000 id 1969.1" Computing intelligence itself
is now being distributed on a massive scale.

Possible Impacts

By isolating the essential fact that intelligence (the central processing
unit) has recently become very inexpensive, many of the possible impacts
of inicrotechnology become clearer. The fundamental .nature of comput-
ing itself will be affected b'y this new cost reality concerning processers. For
example, in order to gain processing efficiencies, mainframe computer
systems have long exhibited a hierarchical scheme of intelligence. In the
center of the system was the single central processer unit. Around. this
.liniclue resource, a hierarchy of lesser special-purpose processers wars
arranged. Peripheral intelligences, including channels, control units and
controllers, offered the central processer the opportunity to off-load a
certain amount of its work to these special-purpose, limited processers. But
now, with the introduction of MPUs and microcomputers, fully intelli-
gent, more flexible processers are available in abundance. Why have a
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channel, With its limited ihstruction set, when a more programmable and
flexible MPU will cost-effectively fill the same role? I am not necessarily
advocating the replacement of channels with MPUsthere are many more
technical aspects of such a decision which need not be explored in this
paper. The essential point is that microcomputers offer a potential in the
design and implementation of large systems that just did not exist before
the MPU revolution.

Other, related possible impacts are those of "front-end" and "back-
end" processers. "Front-end" processers are computers dedicated to han-
dling communications, as in a mainframe system, for example.
"Back-end" processers represent the similar attempt to off-load database
processing. Needless to say, inexpensive microcomputer systems may
make both these technologies of mainframe design ever more affordable.
Most interestingly, microcomputers are so inexpensive that they can be
utilized as dedicated "front-ends" or "back-ends" to minicomputers, or
even o:her microcompthers. Again, we do not need to delve into technolog-
ical specifics to see that microcomputers can have a fundamental impact
ori computer systems design in this area

The previous suggestions concerning possible impacts of microcom-
puter technology have been related to the manner in Which microcomput-
ers may affect traditional or preexisting mainframe design approaches.
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Such possibilities represent a very basic alteration of the manner in which
general-purpose computers can be designed. It would, however, be
presumptuousand almost certainly inaccurateto limit our view of
microcomputers to the ways in which they fit into mainframe design
structures. For example, some microcomputer proponents hi ve advocated

creation of a computer with mainframe power through groups of full-

fledged microcomputer systems closely interconnected by software metho-

dologies. The IMSAI Hypercube is an example of one such attempt to tie

microcomputeti closely together into software configurations whose
aggregate power can compete with mainframes. There are several varia-

Ntions and approaches to implementation of this idea of creating the pro-

csOng power of a mainframe from a collection Of software-interwoven

mic4pcomputers. Since the software involved would be sophisticated, such

systeMs will take time to develop, but further experimentation and prog-

ress on this theme is certain. 41*

A somewhat related idea is that of the microcomputer network. This

concept athocates creation of micro-nets with large aggregate computing

power, such as already discussed. However, the emphasis is not on "aggre-

gate power" .(a mainframe replacement approach), but rather on the
expandability and flexibility offered by microcomputer networks, For

example, current "local network" products, such as Zilog's Z-Net, Nestar

System's Cluster/One, and Corvus System's Constellation, promote flexi-

bility in network-wide resource sharing. Expansion of the network is

nawral and convenient, in that one need only add another (compatible)

microcomputer. This is in contrast to a minicomputer, for example, where

addition of another (dumb) terminal means less power, not more. Tradi-

tional minicomputer and mainframe systems' configurations can be

enhanced only by adding computational power at the center.
In the discussion of MPU families, the migration of MPUs toward 16-

and 32-bit architectures was briefly mentioned. This raises the probability

that many computers which are today considered minicomputers or ma in-

frames. could be built using microtechnology. In fact, several companies

have already announced 32-bit MPUs that are clearly intended to evolve

into "what are being called "micromainframes." In terms of, traditional
computing, the impacts of this trend could be enormous. An especially

intriguing idea related to the micromainframe concept is the possibility of

a "370 on a chip." It appearS quite possible to create an MPU haviiig the

instruction set of the widespread 360/370/4300/303X/3081 series of main-

frame computers from IBM on a single mi,Tochip. At the time of this

writing, it is said that IBM has already acc)mplished this development.
The possible significance of such a microcomputer mainframe is that

the vast universe of software currently available for the 370 family of

computers would be instantly accessible. Since the mid-1960s, this com-
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puter family atid its relations have totally dominated mainframe sales.
More programmers are 'familiar with it than any other general-purpose
mainframe, and more software has been created for tt than for any other
mainframe. At the present time, it is widely agreed that the creatiOn of
software of adequate quality, in a reasopable time and for a reasonable cost,
k the major problem Eating any computer-using organization. This prob-
lem has becoi'he so serious, it is often referred to as the "software problem."
The realization of a "plug-compatible replacement" for a 370-class main-
frame through MKT technology could lead to a much greater proliferation
of the computer system best positioned to reduce the software problem
through existing programming.

'flie desirability of 32-bit micromainframes of lig-compatible"
or "code--compatible"design is not universally acknowledged, however,
Some people feel that 370 compatibility is inimical to the basic software
simplicity offered in microcomputer-based systems. Others state that
microtechnology can best be utilized in new computer designs that do not
imitate the computer architectures of the past. For example, some MPU

'designers fcel that, the true promise of the technology in attacking the
"softWare problem". lies in. using this inexpensive 'intelligence Jo'move
some traditional areas of software concern into the hardware, For example,
processers could be dedicated to particular software functions, such as
system memory management or programming-language interpretation.
Whatever approaches are taken concerning these questions, the implica-
tions of micromainframes of one kind or another are sure to be important .

in terms of current business uses of computers.
The development of "viewdata" and "teletext"-type systems repre-

sents another major possible application of microcomputer technology.
Clearly, these systems will have an expanding need for intelligence to
facilitate and control their services. As such systems evolve and grow,
microcomputers will offer a significant, perhaps vital, technology for
expansion. For example, where a truly mass market is implied, micropro-
cesser mu rocomputer intelligence in the television (the entry-point termi-
nal to the system) appears likely. This would give the end user of such a
system local computing power while avoiding excessive telecommunica-
tions costs. Thus, the use of microcomputers would appear to offer the
designers of these systems one possible method of allowing the necessary
aggregate computing power in the systems to expand na tUrally in response
to growth of the total user base. .

As stand-alone systems, microcomputers cane be put to dozens of uses
in libraries. I have not explored their uses in this respect, because they are
far too numerous to dist uss in a single paper. As significant as the concept
of the microcomputer as a stand-alone system, however, is the impetus
micro-technology has given to the decentraliz2tion of computing. That is,

2
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zhe trend in computing from the mid-1960s through the early 1970s Was

widely viewed as one bf centralization. Large computer systems became
increasingly powerful, and even with the advent of the minicomputer,
much of the atteuttion in computing was ff:T.ised on the evolution of these

large computer centers. In the mid- and late11970s, however, the microcom-

puter entered the picture. The vast cost reductions of semiconductor tech-.

nology in terms of memory and MPU intelligence led to the ascendancy of

the "distributed processing" concept. With inexpensive intelligence avail-
abie, it could now be applied in "distributed systems," essentially closely
interwoven networks of computer resources. Processers themselves, once so

dear, would be a common resource,within. the distributed processing
scheme. As networking and communications software are developed, we

can expect to see microcomputers havirig impacts far beyond those imme-

diately apparent in their uses in dedkated and stand-alone systems.

Conclusion
In this discussion, only a few of the many impacts microcomputing is

likely to have on the basic nature of computing have been mentioned.
Clearly, it lies 'beyond the scope of a single paper io do much more than
suggest a few of the preseni and future impacts and uses of microcomput-
ers..But from this confusion- of possibilities, two facts emerge most dis-
tinctly . The first is ihat microcomputers will change th,e fundamental
nature of computing in ways that cannot yet be fathomed. One should not
restrict one's views of micrOcomputing to limitedor preconceived notions,

nor should one blithely'assume that the present impacts of microcomput-
ers foreshadow or determine their future uses. Second, each of us should be

fully and consciously aware of the unbelievable rate of change and devel-

opment in this area. Such change is itself a major aspect of microcomput-
ing, and it must be considered and included in any plan or outlook
pertaining to the use of microcomputing technology.

for Further Information
In the space of the past five years of microtechnological hardware

development, several technologies related to microcomputers have already

risen and fallen in importance and usage. For exampk, punched paper
tape hIs already reached _near-obsolescence as a storage medium, while
microcomputer hard disC capabilities and 16-bit processers, both intro-
duced about 1978, are becoming standard in many industrial systems. And
computer technologies such as optical disc loom as potentially prominent

in the future.
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With the pace of microcomputer hardware development so unbelieva-
bly rapid, a paper sucir'as this is truly outdated the moment it is published.
Furthermore, it can be simply misleading after several years. For this
reasdn, a list of current microcomputer journals and newspapers has been
included as appendix A. The reader is cautioned that only very recent
issues of these computer magazines and newspaperS will provide current
information concerning the state of the art in microcomputer hardware,
software and pricing. Books are useful for background information and
concepts concerning microcomputers, but the, time lag inevitably involved
in their publication prevents them from providing current hardware and
software specifications. With this .caution, a brief listing of sources for
further information on microcomputers follows in appendix B.
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APPENDIX A
Microcomputer Magazines and Newspapers

Ke!;: B = 01 likely interest to persons beginning in microcomputers; or, paitic-
ularly oriented toward the hobbyist market.

M = Of medium difficuliy, readability. May be of interest to persons from
neophytes to professionals.

P = Oriented toward, or most useful to, computer professionals; or,
requiring substantial technical background or training.

Byte (NI)
articles on hardware & software, widely popular

Coinputer Design (P)
computer electronics

Computerworld (M)
general computing news, special section on mini's gc micro's

Creative Computing (B)
game orientation, hobbyist Market

Disit,Trend Report (P)
current news on hardware advances useful to industry insiders

Dr. Dobb's Journal of Computer Calisthenics and Orthodontia (M)
has published some of the more widely recognized articles

Electronic Design. (P)
a weekly magazine on computer electronics

Electronic Engineering Times (P)
weekly newspaper for microcomputer hardware professionals

IEEE Micro (P)
new technical microcomputer publication from the IEEE

Infoworld (M)
perharis the best single news source for software professionals

Interface Age (M)
similar to Byte, has a wide coverage, esp. for small businesses

Microsystems (M)
new source devoted to S-l00 and CP/M systems

Mini-Micro Computer Reports (P)
up-to-the-minute news in the mini/micro industry

Mini-Micro Systems (M)
excellent overvieW articles and product surveys, also tutorials

onComputing (M)
quarterly with many nice'articles for micro enthusiasts

Personal Computing (B)
another of the popular magazines on personal computers

Random Access International (P)
expensive information on new hardware for industry insiders

Recreational Computing (B)
describes interesting applications, oriented toward hobbyists
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Appendix AContinued

Silicon Gulch Gazette (B)
gossip and news from the valley, news on new micro applications

Small Business Computers Magazine (M)
,oriented toward common business uses of microcomputers

Small SystemS World (M)
particularly good for tutorials for mini- and micro-software

APPENDIX B
Sources for Microcomputer Information

Cl ubs -
A wide variety of microcomputer clubs exists, ranging from local to national
organitations. Some consist pureiy of local hobbyists, whereas others are "offi-
cial" product or company user groups. CI ubs are an excellent source of informa-
tion from experienced users concerning specific hardware and software
prod uc ts.

Newsletters
A myriad of microcomputer newsletters address the needs of user groups of
particular hardware and/or software. Many also serve as organs for either
independent or partisan clubs and vendors. Newsletters are most often Special-
interest in their orientation's.

Computer conspl tan ts
In the business world, computing talent is not inexpensive. But, a system
proposal or programming project of large size or sophistication may well
present a need for professional consultants or a permanent professional staff.
Advertisements in the -magazines and newspapers enumerated in Appendix A
are one source of consultant listings.

Conferences/shows
Personal computer shows as well as microcomputer exhibits at traditional
computer conventions provide an excellent chance to meet hardware manufac-
turers, software vendors, large retailers and interesting and creative individuals
all under one roof. There are now dozens of such shows of national and local
import; two of the best known are the West Coast Computer Faire, and the
National Computer Conference (NCC).

Books
Hardback and sof tbound books are available on almost any aspect of microcom-
outing, from programming through advanced hardware internals. In general,
books are best for learning fundamentals and principles.

Retail stores
The burgeoning growth of microcomputer retail outlets has resulted in another
major source of information for microcomputer users. Local store owners can
provide names of clubs, newsletters and other organizations pertinent to micro-
c omputing in their locale.
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Appendix B-7-Continued
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Magazines
Newspapers and magazines devoted to microcomputinware perhaps the best
sources for current information in printed form. This is asopposed to: (1) books,
and (2) articles in library journals. (These sources generally suffer from publica-
tion lead times that are unreasonable in terms Of microcomputer evolinion.)
Since periodicals are so vital, a list of some of the major ones is'provided here.
Some indication as to the general readability and orientations of diemawazines
is given by the associated key. This key should not be taken literallyit is only
the author's casual op:nion and is intended simply as an initial guide in
information-seeking.
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Applications of Microcomputers
in Libraries

Five years ago it was predicted that microcomputers would take the library
world by storm. As a matter of fact, this has not happened. Rather, there
has been a steady, but quiet, grassroots movement introducing microcom-
puters not only into traditional areas of library automation, but into areas
that previously have had only minimal impact from the electronic
revolution.

"There are four basic reasons for 'the slowness in developing library
applications on microcomputers. The most important of these is the
storage limitation at this stage of microtechnology. Systems people think
in terms of kilobytes or megabytes of storage. Libthries are apt to think in
terms of the number of characters in a MARC record or in a page of text 8 '/

by II inches. A kilobyte is 1000 characters, or about 2 MARC records. A
megabyte is 1 million characters, or about 2000 MARC records. Similarly, a
page of text EiM by 11 inches is about 2 kilobytes, and a megabyte is about 500
pages of text. A typical microcomputer will have 32 or 64 kilobytes of main
memory, and perhaps up to a megabyte of floppy disc storage, which could
hold around 2000 MARC records. The present upper limit of hard disc
storage for microcomputers is around 60 megabytes, which translates into
120,000 MARC records or 30,000 pages of text. Storage technology is
changing rapidly and will not be a limiting factor within five to ten years.

A second limitation of microcomputers is the amount of space in
which to run a program; this is called "core" in computer jargon. On a
larger machine, someone with limited knowledge of programming even-
tually can make a program work. A microcomputer is not forgiving of
inefficient programming. Often a program has to be written on a larger
computer, compiled, and then read into the microcomputer. This is called
"downloading:"

28
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A third factor that has hindered microcomputers from becoming
widely used in libraries is the very success of microtechnology. The rate of

change of technical breakthroughs has been so rapid that software produc-

ers have been reluctant to put large.amounts of software development

capital into a given state of technology which may be outdated in a couple

of years.
Finally, software resource sharing has been minimal in the field.

Because of their very nature, microcomputer applications have had a
relatiyely low profile. The cost of the hardware is a small line item in most

library budgets. The applications themselves have been largely back-room

operations, and no good medium for software exchange has been devel-

oped:This problem is being remedied'by the publication of several,news-

letters focusing on the use of microcomputers in libraries, and at least two

monographs are being prepared Cm microcomputers in libraries.
Before proceeding with this discussion, let us look again at the defini-

tion of microcomputer. Some have defined it as a computer that has 4-bit

"word" boundaries, or even 8-bit "word" boundaries. As a matter of fact,

16- and 32-bit microcomputers are becoming widely used. Phsyical size has

been another qualifier. In fact, the term desk-top computer has come into

vogue in smite circles. Still another.qualifier that has been used is price,

using the figures $10,000 or $25,000 as an artificial boundary. For this

paper, any machine using a microchip-based central processing unit

(CPU) is a microcomputer. They range from 4-bit to 32-bit machines, and

vary in price from $800 to $50,000 for a system.
One final disclaimer must be offered. This presentation is taken from

work in progress on a monograph to be published by Knowledge Industry
Publications and on a SPEC kit for the Association of Research Li6raries

Office of Management Studies. Some of the applications have not been

thoroughly checked, and most have not been evaluated. The applications

have 6een organized into four broad categories: technical processing,

public services, management, and a category so broad I have called it

"other."

Technical Processing

Acquisitions
Acquisitions is an area that has been slow to be autOrnated. A fully

automated acquisition system requires a complex interaction among sev-
eral data files, and ought to be a data acquisitions system for the library's

bibliographic files as well as a materials acquisition system. Several
limited acquisition systems have been written on microcomputers.

An early attempt was the order printing system written by Richard

Anable at SUNY-Binghamton on an Apple microcomputer. Related pro-
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grams produced mailing labels from a vendor file and generated claim
letters on request.

More recently, an expanded system was written on a Radio Shack
Tits-8o I for the Glendora (California) Public Library by its director, John
Jolly. He used ROM Level II Basic and a disc-operating system from Radio
Shack called "Apparative." The TRS-80 I model has 48k of main memory
and uses. two 75k disc drives, The system is rounded out with a Qume
Printer and a TRS-80 Line Printer III. The system accepts acquisitions
data and prints the order forms, retaining the records on a disc file. Update,
receipt and cancellation .programs all access the online database. An in-
process list is generated which tracks each item from date of order to. two
months after receipt. The vendor file has online update capability. Other
programs running on the microcomputer hiclude a list of city employees
with salary, benefits and personnel management information-. This pro-
gram more than justified to the city the purchase of the TRS-80 I for the
library.

A similar system was written for a larger microcomputer at Imperial
Chemical Industries (ICI) in Great-Britain. The ICI system was written on
a Jacquard J-500, which has 128k of main memorY and uses 250k discs. The
software was written in ten days by a professional programmer.'

A still more complex system was written for the National Library Of
Medicine (NLM). The Integrated Library System (ILS) was writterrto run
on several machines including an LSI 11/p, one of the larger microcom-
puters developed by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). A typical
configuration to run the software includes the microcomputer, a video
terminal, a printer, and disc storage of about 64 megabytes, costing around
$50,000. It can be expanded to 4 CRTs, 256 megabytes, and has an online
interface to an OCLC terminal. The software is written in MIIS/MUMPS
and, since the project was federally sponsored, is available under a license
from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS).

Another acquisition system Currently Under development is being
written by John Blair at Texas A&M Medical Sciences Library. The system
will run on five interlinked Micromation computers. In addition to acqui-
sitions, it will handle the general accounting for the College Of Medicine. A
project is also underway to allow remote users to communicate with the
reference desk by electronic mail to transmit materials requests and refer-
ence questions and to receive research results. A microwave link will
replace traditional telephone lines.

Cataloging
Shared cataloging has been the most successful library automation

effort, thanks to the early efforts of bibliographic utilities such as OCLC,
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RLIN, LITLAS, and WLN. Microcomputers have found a place in the
cataloging area also.

Informatic's Mini Marc System runs on a Computer Automation LSI
220 16-bit microcomputer.2 The MARC database is received on 500 floppy
discs. As records are called up and modified, they are transferred to the
library's database. The program has been used extensively for conversion

projects.
The National Library of Mexico has proposed an ambitious shared

cataloging project to run on Ohio Scientific C3-B microcomputers. It is

meant to use Ohio Scientific intelligent terminals and clusters of C3-Bs to
handle authority files, a bibliographic file and a holdings file. The system
will support interactive cataloging. Participants in the project are reported
to be the Organization of American States, the National Council for
Science and Technology, and the National University of Mexico.

Southern Illinois University has been a real hotbed of microcomputer
activity. Using an Apple II+, programmers there have written a program

to index a collection of78rpm recordsan interesting marriage of technol-
ogies! The microcomputer was purchased through SIU's Friends of the
Library. A sorting program called "Data Cope" has been used successfully

to sort the data on floppy discs into the desired order. The system is being
expanded to incorporate a 10-megabyte Corvus disc.

The School of Library and Information Science at the University of
MissOuri, Columbia, has written programs in Level II Basic for the TRS-80

to track the progress of titles through the technical processing units of a
local public library.

Card Production
Card production is not a complex operation once the data have been

collected. Libraries have used machine-produced cards for a number of
years, beginning with early MTST applications using IBM Selectric
typewriters, and continuing with the card-production services of national
bibliographic centers. Several microcomputer systems have emerged for

this application.
Warner-Eddison Associates of Cambridge, Massachusetts, has devel-

oped a system which runs on a DEC microcomputer, the PDT 150, and is
called Inmagic. The microcomputer has 56k of main memory and can use a
variety of peripheral storage devices. The software, primarily a database
management system for MARC records, is written in Fortran IV. In addi-
tion to providing online access and retrieval with Boolean searching,.
Inmagic produces catalog cards, spine labels, cards, pockets, accessionl

lists, subject bibliographies, and management reports. Cost of a
microcomputer-based turnkey system starts at about $1800. A 5000-record

system sells for about $7200 and runs on a small minicomputer.
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Information Technologists, a consulting firm specializing in
microcomputer-based library automation in the Washington, D.C., area
has demonstrated catalog card production using standard "off-the-shelF'
software modules. Using a North Star Horizon microcomputer they pro-
duced a book catalog for a private law library.

The Brighton Postgraduate Medical Center in Great Britain uses a
microcomputer-based word processer, the BDP 90-02, to produce catalog
cards for a cataloging cooperative of twelve libraries in the South East
Thames Regional Health Authority.3

Data Entry
Da ta -en try a ppl ica t i on s for microcompu ters have been popular

because of portability of the hardware and freedom from the scheduling
conflicts that often typify time-shared data collection systems. Collection
of the data is simpler than managing and retrieving the data; hence many
have opted for using microcomputer-based systems for data collection and
then passing the data to a larger machine environment for manipulation,
storage and retrieval.

Information Access Corporation has been using Apple II microcom-
puters for database input for their Business Index and Legal Resource
Index files. Brodart purchased a number of SOL microcomputers for COM
catalog shelflist conversion projects. One notable project was for the Los
Angeles County Public.Library. Although the SOLs are no longer manu-
factured, Brodart has made them available to replace the OCR update
procedures that are now used by many of Brodart's COM catalog
customers.

The University of California at Davis is using a DEC LSI 11/2 to build
a cataloging database. The ,system uses a vendor-developed text-editing
package and a locally developed key-entry package. It uses DEC's RT/11
operating system and is written in Fortran and Macro Assembler.

The University of Illinois Library is using a Four Phase microcom-
puter programmed in Vision for general data entry. This'system uses 2.5
megabytes of fixed-disc storage and a comparable amount of removable

disc storage.
The School of Library and Information Science at the University of

Missouri, Columbia, uses a DEC LSI 11/23 to build an in-house auto-
mated reference database wish three input terminals and dual floppy discs.
The sytem runs on 'software purchased from Charles River Data Systems.
Although the main database now resides on an Amdahl mainframe, the

library school hbpes to transfer the entire operation to the LSI
microcomputd,

The University of Nebraska is using a Mohawk Data System, Series 21

for data entry to a batch acquisition system. The computer has 48k of core

3 6
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memory and uses two eight-inch floppy diskettes with 500k of storage. The

CPU for the system is a Z80-based Intel microcomputer and uses Mohawk's

Formatted Data Entry Package.
The University of Tennessee iS using an IBM 5280 to collect data for its

library database, which resides on the .university's DEC 10 system'. The

5280, prOvides prompts by field for data entry, and uses floppy-disc mass
storage. It has a communications interface to transmit the recorded data

and can support multiple terminals.

Serials
Serials con tror rePresents the most complex automation challenge in

the technical processing area. Even though few really good systems have

been written, even on larger machines, microcomputers have begun to

have an impact.
Gerald Lundeen, from the Graduate SchOol of Library Studies at the

University of Hawaii, reports that he has written a program to generate

routing slips for journals-received at the GSLS Library on a TRS-80-I. The
Integrated Library System at the National Library of Medicine (described

earlier) has a journal control subsystem. The master bibliographic file is
MARC-compatible, according to NLM, and incl udes.onl ine check-in and

routing-slip generation. The system does not 'yet offer binding control.

Public Services

The public services area was one of the first areas of the library to feel

the impact of a utomation,.notabl y in early circulation system projects. It is

in the public sector thin microcomputers are likely to have their biggest
impact, especially in the home-library interface and in the development of
"user-friendly" interfaces to complex databases.

Circulation -
The ILS system at NLM includes a circulation subsystem. Its develop-

ers emphasize that it is a "'collection control" system, not just a circulation

control system. In more general terms, it is an "inventory" system, not an
"absence" system. It has all the standard features of systems running on

larger machines, including bar-code labels and light pens. A unique
feathre of the sytem is the ability to check items temporarily into a named

cart and later discharge them onto the shelf (when the cart has been

emptied) with a single wand stroke,. It attempts to specify the exact where-

abouts of all books at all timeS. Planned expansion of the system will

include online catalog access and a portable data-entry sYstem for "shelf-

reading" inventory.,
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The Standard Telecommunications Laboratory in Great Britain has a
circulation system for a slide collection which runs on an Exidy Sorcerer.4
The microcomputer has 32k of main memory and uses two 125k discs. The
system, written in-house by a librarian, manages .the 10,000-item slide
collection. It is an absence system, and data are keyed in at the point of
transaCtion.

The Oak Ridge (Oregon) Public Library has a similar system running
on an Ohio Scientific C2-8 PDF. It uses a'clatabase management package
purchased from Ohio Scientific to manage an annual circulatioh of 17,000.
The librarian, who is the only staff member, was being "drowned" in
paperwork; and is now free to manage the collection and handle reference
questions. .

)

A number of circulation systems running on larger machines use
microcomputers in suPport roles. Typical of these is the system at Oberlin
College. The main system, written originally for Bucknell University, runs
on the Campus Sigma 9 maipframe. The Intel 8080 microcomputer serves
as a front end for the system, and acts as a backup when the Sigrna is down.
The Intel handles the user interface, formats the transactions for the
Sigma, and handles traffic control between seven terminals and the main-
frame. The microcomputer uses 48k of main memory and is presently
using floppy-disc storage. There. are plans to expand the system to
Winchester-type hard discs .in the future.

There are a number of backups for the Computer Library Services,
Inc. (CLSI) circulation system that have been written oh Apple II+ micro-
coMputers. Two examples of these are those in use at Johns Hopkins
University and at the University of California, Santa Barbara. The Johns
Hopkins system uses a Winchester-type hard disc Wand a Sony Triniton
terminal. The Santa Barbara system was develOped by Computer Transla-
tor, Inc., Provo, Utah, and uses Apple-Soft, Integer Basic, and a Paper
Tiger printer. In addition, they are using a word-proesSing package from
Apple for other library applications.

Cincinnati Electronics reportedly has a scaled-down version of their
Classic system which runs on a microcomputer as an absence-based circu-
lation system.5

Media Centers
An early application of microcomputers in media centers was the

Children's Media Database developed by Ted Hines on an Apple II+ at the
University of North Carolina, Greensboro.

A commercial turnkey system for media centers has been developed by
Research Technology, Inc. The film-booking system, called AMMS (Auto-
mated Media Management System), runs On a General Automation 220. It
boasts 64k of main memory and 10 megabytes of disc storage. With a single

.77
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video terminal and a printer, the system and software sell for just under

$50,000. The software is written in Pascal, and the system can be expanded

to four terminals.
The Health Science Library at St. Luke's Methodist Hospital in Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, has been doing development work on an Apple In

addition to an audiovisual ;nventdry system, staff are using the Apple tO

generate book orders and keep interlibrary loan statistics, and they are

developing CAI programs fOr nser orientation and continuing education
activities at the hospital.

The School of Library and Information Sciente at Indiana University
has developed a media equipment control system on a Vector Graphics
microcomputer. Additional research investigating possible uses of the
microcomputer in small Indiana libraries is currently underway.

Reference
UCLA has be,en experimenting with its REFLES systemReference

Librarian Enhancement System. Designed to run on several different
microcomputers, it contains a database of search strategies and ephemeral

data. Richard Marcus at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology report-

edly has been investigating the possible uses of the microcomputer in

reference services.

Current Awareness
The Cincinnati Country Day School Library has been creating subject

bibliographies using a program developed in-house on an Apple II+.
Work there is progressing onan acquisition system, which will also run on

the Apple.

Interlibrary Loan
The University of Missouri, Columbia, has developed a program on a

TRS-80 which the local public library uses as a Telenet host. The program

enables the library to communicate with other libraries within the local

and state library networks regarding interlibrary loan requests and general

electronic mail messages.

Database Front-End Pr&esser
Database searching has been an area primarily dominated by profes-

sionals because of the complexity of retrieval. The variety of command
languages from one system to another has made searchingy the end user

very difficult. Several alternatives using microcomputers have recently

been developed.,
Ol'Sam (On-line Database Search'Assistance Machine) has been devel-

oped by the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories. It runs on a North

39
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Star Hori. n microcomputer or other Pascal microsystems. The North
'Star confi, uration uses 64k of main Memory with 36k of floppy-diskette
secondary storage. The system can multiplex the work of two searchers
through a sittgle telephone line. It uses a common query language for
DIALOG, SDC and NLM, It includes CAI programs that teach online
searching offline tq save line charges, The system maintains an adminis-
trative log of all search activity, and monitors strategy patterns in Order to

.

suggest more productive. strategies. .

The Computer Corporation of America has announced the availabil-
ity of its Chemical Auromated Search Terminal (CAST) System, whidi is
designed especially for chemical'information centers. It consists of a CCA
'microcomputer with 64k of main memory and dual floppy-disc drives. It
includes a 1200 baud modem aOcl a printer. The system can access MED-
LARS, ICC Chemical Information System, DIALOG, ORBIT, and cus-
tomized databases,

One of the most interesting microcomputer-based front-end pro-
cessers was developed at Dartmouth College in conjunction with an online,
catalog pilot project. The microcomputer used was a Terak 8510A with
24k of main Memory and floppy-disc secOndary storage. The system,
written in ,Pascal, accesses a Bibliographic Retrieval Services (BRS) data-
base of MARC records built from Dartmouth's OCLC tapes. The MARC
records were mapped into standard BR5 paragraphs. The Terak prompts
the user responses and translates thern into BRS commadds. The retrieved
records can be scanned, stored and manipulated. .

Storage and Retrieval -

Storage and retrival systems differ from front-end processers in that
they store and manage the information as well as retrieve it. These systems
on`intcrocomputers are limited by the storage capacity of microcomputer
peripherals, but can still bandle quite a respectable database.

Cuadra Associates has developed a System called STAR. It runs on an
Alpha Micro, a 16-bit microcomputer with 128k of main memory, and
secondary storage of 90 megabytes. Along with a video terminal and
printer, the,system sells for approximately $40,000. The system allows one
to build a customized-database. Retrieval by Boolean searching is availa-
ble. A photocomposition interface allows the user to produce finished copy
without an intermediate typesetting step. The system is expandalile tO
eight linked microcomputers which can support a total of 2400 megabytes
of disc storage, or close to 4.8 million MARC records.

On the other end of .the scale, the California Library Author,ity for
Systems and Services (CLASS) is making available a turnkey retrieval
system using a TRS-80 II for about $5000.6 The system is based on the
Golden Retriever developed at Golden Gate University. A new version,

4
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which will run on an Apple computer, reportedly is called Golden Deli-
cious. The system is said to have great potential for circulation or manage-

'ment of small databases.
The Institute for Scientific Information's PRIMATE system also fea-

tures a database management system which may be used forfiling journal

articles, memos, correspondence, documents, etc. It can store up to 10,000
records which can be retrieved by keyword. The system can also be used as a
front-end processer for online systems such as SDC, BRS and Euronet.

Reserve Book Room
Southern Illinois University has used Apple II+ microcomputers to

great advantage in the library's Reserve Book Room. Using Apple-Writer,
which they purchased !or $75, the staff sends form letters to the faculty
requesting and confirming, reserve lists. They also use the program-to
produce bibliographies and search guides for the Library Instruction
Office. As items are recalled or requwed, they are noted in the system. The

output serves as a "high activity" book report, from which the subject
librarian considers items in the collection for duplication. Currently beii.g
developed is a music reserve catalog, which will inelude a shelf list, a

composer title index and a course/instructor index.

General Use
Susan Hussie, from the Gretna (Nebraska) Public f.ibrary, reports

that she uses her microcomputer to schedule activities held at the library.

It keeps track of hours worked, vacation and sick leave for all employees. It

prepares the budget, conducts the inventory, and prepares book orders.

It handles interlibrary loan records, generates lists of fines for collection by
the sheriff, and in its spare time, waters the grass and regulates the heat.7

Management

Although library management seems a natural for automation efforts,
this area has mit been influenced heavily by automated systems. Although
management modules have been added to circulation and acquisition
systems, among others, few stand-alone management systems have been
written. Microcomputers are, however, finding their way into library front

offices.

Word Processing
Word processing is occurring in libraries in all sizes of machines. A

few examples of microcomputer applications are mentioned here.
California Stae University at Northridge is using an Apple II+ for

word processing. The "write-on" software module from Apple has been
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used successfully to prepare personnel budget projectiohs. Visicalc has
also been used for general ledger work in the fiscal office. The system uses a
Hy-Type I printer.

Iowa State University is using a Xerox 800 with the vendor's word-
processing software for general office production.

Ohio State University purchased a CPT 800 for word processing. It
uses 64k of main memory, two eight-inch floppy discs and a Rotary
daisywheel printer. In addition to CPT's Word Processing Package, CP/M
Basic is available so the machine can be programmed locally. The system
has been used for general correspondence, production of exhibit catalogs,
statistical reports for the circulation department, and fund reports for the
acquisitions department. The system was purchased by the OSU Friends of
the Library.

The University of Western Ontario uses a WD78 word processer with
16k of main memory to maintain personnel files, salary data and statistics.
Programmed in Basic, Fortran and Dibol, the machine functions as a front
end to the university's DEC 10 mainframe computer.

Southern Illinois University uses an IBM Display writer for general
word processing.

iling Lists
The Standard Telecommunications Laboratory in Great Britain

maintains a mailing list and generates mailing labels on an Exidy Sor-
cerer.8 The system uses floppy-dik storage and a commercial software
package.

Library Stalistics
Southern Illinois University uses an Apple II+ and Visicalc to pro-

duce ,comparative and cumulative statistics for the library's circulation
department. A monthly traffic count is maintained, as are the Higher
Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) reference statistics. The
staff reports that what was formerly a three-day project each month is now
performed in forty minutes. Additionally, they are able to generate data
that were impractical to collect manually.

Personnel
Southern Illinois. University Library is also maintaining a peronhel

list on its Apple II+. From it are generated internal telephone directories,
mailing lists, and., a library committee list which includes dates and terms
of office. Plans are underway to expand the use of the machine to maintain
a number of indexes for lOrary materials. The work is bcing done with a
purchased database management software package.
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Friends of the Library
The Saint Louis County Public. Library maintains an address list of

book donors on its microcomputer. The staff sends acknowledgment let-

ters and meeting announcements to those on the file. A list of library
periodical-subscriptions is also being maintained.9

Other Applications

Research.
The microcomputer is a good tool for research, since it can be set up

for a project without the extensive and expensive site preparation that
larger machines require. The cost of the microcomputer can be included in

the grant proposal, arid in fact, research on microcomputers is iitlite
attractive to many granting foundations.

Clarion State College in Pennsylvania has set up a microcomputer
laboratory with Radio Shack TRS-80s to develop circulation, reference
files and union lists for small- and medium-sized rural libraries.°

Library sc hools in Great Britain are doing a great deal of research with
m'icrocomputers in the areas of teaching library skills and user interfaces._

For example, the College of Librarianship, Wales, is using a Hewlett-
Packard 2645A and a microcomputer with floppy discs to teach subject
indexing and to construct subject indexes.0

The University of Manchester has received a British Libary grant to
research the use of microcomputers to simplify the searching of online
systems. The work, which is being done in the Computation Department
of the Institute of Science and Technology, consists of an automatic
translation between the command languages for Euronet, DIALOG and
SDC. The interface includes simplified user dialogs, help modules and
tutorials. Dr. P.W. Williams is the principal investigator.°

At Aston University, a project team headed by Steven Jamieson is

using a specially developed microcomputer to develop and test sophisti-

cated retrieval techniques, incluidng relevance-weighting of terms. When

perfected on the microcomputer, the techniques will be used at City
University, London, to search MEDLINE on BLAISE.°

The Central Information Service (CIS) at the University College,
London, has done extensive w,ork on microcornputers." Researchers there
have simulated DIALOG on a Commodore Pet to teach online searching
inexpensively. The program include's a computer-assisted instruction
course on search strategy. The software is available from the school on a
cassette.° A similar program is being written for the Apple. Other a'pplica-

tions at CIS are a survey analysis program similar to SPSS, and a mailing
list program. "Word Craft," a package dev,eloped by Dataview Microcom-
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purer Systems, is being used for word processing. CIS has also Written
simulation programs to teach the creation of accession lists, a MARC
editor, and a simulated circulation system.

Thf University of Sheffield and the Uniyersity of Pittsburgh are also
reported to be using a DIALOG simulation on a Commodore Pet.

OtLC's Channel 2000 project, with the Home Delivery of Library
Information program, used a Motorola 6800 microcomputer. The system
used a standard telephone set for communication, a standard television set
as a monitor, and a keypad for data input. The 6800 can display graphics as
well as text. Automatic log-on and log-off capability was built into the
microcomputers. The system provided access to mainframe files that
included an encyclopedia, library service news, catalog access, community
information, and financial services.

Electronic Mail
Edunet, a subsidiary of Educom, has announced the availability of its

EASY network access system. Developed at the University of Wisconsin,
the $ystem uses an Apple II+ microcomputer. The Apple acts as an

, interactive terminal to.upload files from diskette to Edumail and down-
load messages to its diskette to be examined offline. Connect time on
Telenet is reduced drastically, thereby cutting the costs of electronic mail
on the system."

Alicrocomputers as Media
Perhaps the most visible front-office use of microcomputers in librar-

ies is the use of microcomputers as media. The, Palo Alto (California)
Public Library purchased several microcomputers through its Friends of
the Library group for use in the Children's Room. The library stacks
programs on cassettes for use in the machines, and has reported heavy and
enthusiastic use. The library also is participating in a computer literacy
project in the community.17

Ohio State University has installed coin-operated Ataris in its Brows-
ing Room and West Campus Learning Resources Center. Each location
has an Atari 800, a color monitor, a cassette deck, and prerecorded software.
The vendor supplying the microcomputers, Computer Bus, collects the
first $25 of income per machine each week, and the library receives the
balance. The vendor supplies $150 of software for each machine, and has
Commodore Pet microcomputers available, as well as the 400 and 800 Atari
models'. The user pays twenty-five cents for a 15-minue block of time.

Other libraries providing microcomputers for public use include the
Chicago Public Library (Commodore Pet), State of Minnesota Department
of Education (200 Appk II+s), the Portage, Michigan, school system (20
Commodore Pets), Menlo Park (California) Public Library (TRS-80s,

4
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Ataris and Commodore Pets), Plattsburgh (New York) Public Library
(Apples), Columbus (Ohio) Public Library (2 microcomputers in the main

library and 7 in branch libraries).'8

Mwrocomputers in School Media Centeri
The PenniYlvania Department ofEducation has encouraged the pur-

chase and use of microcomputers in school media centers. It spOnsorsarr
"annual Management Awareness Day focusing on microcomputers, and
publishes A Guide to Microcomputers19 and A Guide to Microcomputer
Softwarew for teachers and administrators within the system.

The American Association of School Librarians sponsored a technical

session at the 1981 ALA Midwinter meeting in Washington,D.C., on new
technology in school media centers. Microcomputers were at the fOrefront

- of. the discussion. Follow-up meetings are planned for subsequent ALA

ineetings.

Future Developments

In the area of hardware technology we can expect better and less
expensive periphert.. The cost of peripherals can now easily exceed the

price of the microcomputer. Fast, inexpensive dot matrix printers will
replace the slower, expengive impact printers now typical in a microcom-
puter configurafran. Bubble memory and videodisc technology will push

back the storage barriers. The development of larger and faster core
memory will speed the 'processing capability of the microcomputers them-

selves. Better and more strongly supported languages and operating sys-
tems will emerge, such as "Unix," "C," "Ada," and "Forth."

The most important breakthroughs will be in the area of reliable
networking. Already, pub ic libraries such as the Pikes Peak Library in
Colorado Springs have many users accessing the library system on their

own home microcomputers. As network protocols are worked out, we will

have access to a truly national resource on our own personal computers in

the comfort and privacy of our living rooms.
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Introduction

Since this is a clinic on library applications of data processing, we ought to

be able to answer a few very basic questions before proceeding with the

topic of word processer application's at the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture. First, why do 'we want to automate our libraries and their numerous
operations? Is it self-evidently necessary that we do so? Is automation in all

its many, varied forms, in and of itself, always a good thing? When is it not?

Second, given the widespread availability of inexpensive and easy-to-use
hardware and flexible software, what, within our libraries, do we want to

bring under automation's electronic control? Should our long-range goal

he to automate everything from the reference interview (now possible with

voice-activated and voice:-responding machines) to the traditional func-
tions of cataloging and indexing? What about management? Can the
management of a large library be automated? In short, is our goal to
automate everything the librarian now does? And if not everything, then

what should not be automated? And what is the principle by which we
determine what can and cannot be accomplished automatically? I suggest

that we must be able to answer these questions before we can proceed with

an intelligent discussion of our topic.
All of these questions, in fact, can be answered, and the answers are

surprisingly simple. The basis of our argument is this: anything which can

be specified can be automated. Anything which we cannot specify we
cannot automate. All those activities of the first category belong to the

province of the machine. They should be automated. Human intelligence,

This paper is exempt from U.S. copyright.
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imagination and creativity are too precious to expend energy on them. On
the other hand, all of the items of the second categorythe ambiguous, the
indeterminate, the complexbelong to the province of the librarian. The
librarian's sole task, therefore, is to separate the two orders, to bring under
the control qf the machine the first category (the specifiable), and to bring
under the control ,of the mind the second category (the ambiguous, the
amorphous, the complex). The true task of the librarian, then, is manag-
ing complexit)t.

With this as a preface, let me proceed directly with my topicthe
application of word processers at the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
Technical Information Systems (TIS). I want to share some of the many
activities, reports and processes which we have found necessary to auto-
mate via word processers. In using the term word processers, lam referring
primarily to the Lanier NO Problem word proce8ser. It is the 'One machine
which we have found most suitable for our needs. There are many different
kinds of word processers, and you should probably check with a represen-
tative of each to determine which will suit your specific needS. Also, note
that I make no distinction between the Lanier word processer and a
computer. As far as I am concerned, the differences are only those of degree
not of kind. The Lanier is a fully programmable, stand-alone device. It s

capable of adding, subtracting, calculating, accepting 'alpha or numeric
data, storing, sorting, searching, matching and displaying these data. We
have even programmed our Laniers to communicate with outside,off-site,
mainframe informatiort retrieval systems, such as Lockheed's DIALOG
and BRS.'We regard the Lanier, therefore, as a fully operational comput-
ing system. We have doLens of different :applications for our word pro-
cessers. Because our applications are diverse, I have grouped them
according to three classifications: (1) management infOrmation systems,
(2) program suPport systems, and (3) online information retrieval systems.

Management Information Sy'stems

Technical Information Systems is a large and complex organization,
with a staff of 264 people, a budget of over $9 million, a 15-story library
building in Beltsville, Maryland, and a collection of over 1.7 million items.
We produce our own databases, offer current-awareness literature services
and online information retrieval services, and opera te a regional document
delivery system which spans the entire continen t. To provide these services,
we must employ a staff which includes not only catalogers, indexers and
reference librarians,, but computer programmers, systems analysts and
administrative personnel' as well. The support personnel include mail-
room clerks, building engineers, heating and air conditioning specialists,
and more. Managing such an organization is complex. To enable the

4 6
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administrator to manage this complexity, we have endeavored toautomate

all of the routine functions which we could identify and describe. In the

realm of management information, most of this has been accomplished on

the Lanier.
Consider first the organizatiouchart (fig. 1). An adrninistratio4 needs

.to know where people in an organizati9n are at all times forithe most
efficient grouping of their talents. The Repagination program allows us to

cr,eate. charts, draw blocks and diagrams, and move them around at will to

maintain an accurate and up-to-date picture of the way/the agency's
personnel resources are organized. It also enables us to visualize alternative

structures, an important theoretical activity.
Second, we automated the agency's phone directorY. At last, we have

an up-to-date'phone book, another simple and routine function suitable

for the word processer,
Next on the list of management information systems is our Personnel

Breakdown program (see fig. 2). Here..the picture begins to ket compli-

cated. ThiS chart shows the various categories of employment, and the
relative strengths of the individual units within Technical Information

Systems. As a government agency, we have numerous categories of employ-

ment ranging from permanent full-time tolemporary part-time. Keeping

track Of our employment picture can be complicated. Again, this is a

management information system designed to give the administrator feed-

back about his personnel resources.
At any given point in time, we may have dozdns of outstanding

personnel actions: promotions, resignations, transfers to other units,
changes in status, etc. In 4980 alone we processed over 500 separate person-

nel actions. We now keep track of these on a word processer, 'which can

alert us if an action has been outstanding for an unacceptable length of

time (see fig. 3). By updating this information regularly, the adFninistrator

can spot actions mOving too slowly through the system and take 'action

before a crisis develops. Again, this is an important management tool for

keeping in touch with the faux of reality.
Our Personnel Funds Report is an application for which the word

processer was especially, designed. The Personnel Funds Report is used to

keep track of the payroll (no small task when it is over $3 million). It is a

complicated but routine report cosisting of employees' names, positi9ns,

pay scales, salary types, hours worked, hours cumulated, salaries earned,

and other bits of essential information. Compiling this report manually
for 264 people used to be an immense task. Using the Math Master/Stiap

program designed by Lanier, it is now nearly automatic. Once the neces-

sary elements and data have been identified, the machinecalculates the rest

of the information and produces a report. What is remarkable about this

process is that the word processer is performing as a fully functional
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01V.- CURRENT APPROCED PROPOSED COMPLETED

CNTR 4 UNIT AMON NAME POSITION BY RAF EFF. DATE STATUS A DATE DATE

TIS-493 0-0A Recruit Vice-Soden,J. Stud Aid/YV 08/20/80

TIS-494 L-LAW Recruit Vice-Hamilton,V. Lib Stu Aid/OW-1 08/20/80

T1S-495 L-SCSE I3esign-Summer Vice-Lee, A. Clk Typ/GS-2 08/20/80 08/22/80

' -4-496 L-UTL Termination MocKlin, Sharon Lib Aid/GW-3 08/20/80 08/22/80

TIS-497 L.,CAT Prom/GS-4 Millard, Irene Clk Typ/GS-3 08/22/80 08/24/80

TIS-498 Pay Adj PT 'Pfferys, Maria Stu Aid/GW-2 08/22/80 08/26/80

115-499 I-LSB Pay Adj PT LArk, Mary Comp Aid/GW-3 08/22/80 08/25/80

TIS-500 L-MNT LWOP-11/30/80 Ho, Judy Lib Tech/GS-6 08/22/80 08/24/80

1I5-501 L-UTL Pay Adj PT Butler, James Lib Stu Aid/OW-2 008/22/80 08/24/80

TIS-502 L-UTL Ext Temp Appt Butler, James Lib itu Aid/GW-2 08/22/80 09/27/80

TIS-503 L-CAT Prom/OS-S Souder, Shirley Lip Tech/G5-4 08/22/80' 09/21/80

115-504' L-SCSE Resign Morris, Bernadine Lib Stu Aid/GW-1 08/22/80 08/29/80

T1S-505 L-SCAE Recruit Vice-Morris, B. Lib Stu Aid/OW-1 08/22/80 ASAP'

TIS-506 L-MNT Pay Adj PT Vaughn, Oaryle Lib Stu Aid/GW-2 08/22/80 08/18/80

TIS-507 L-MNT Pay. A,') PT . Barton, Judine Lib Stu Aid/OW-2 .08/22/80 08/18/80

TIS-508 L-IAB Pay Adj PT McKellar, Karen Lib Stu Aid/GW-1 08/26/80. 08/24/80

1I5-509 L-SEL Termination Humphrey, Curtis gunner Aid/YW 08/26/80 08/29/80

TIS-510 L-UTL Termination Simms, Johnetta Lib Stu Aid/GW-1 -08/26/80 08/15/80

1I5-511 L-SCSE Termination Sevier, Kimberly Summer Aid/YW 08/27/80 08/29/80
'CancelTIS-512 L-LAW Prom/Pay Adj Cureton, Adger Lib Stu Aid/GW-I 08/28/80 09/07/80

1I5-513 L-LAW Resign Richards, Valerie Lib Stu Aid/GW-2 08/28/80 08/29/80

115-514 L-Id8 Chg Duty Hrs Brown, Jesse Lib Tech/GS-5 08/28/80 09/01/80

1I5-515 I-MIS Resign Gallagher, Wendx Sect TYP/GS-5 08/28/80 09/20/80

115-516 L-UTL Chg Duty Hrs Raff, Nancy " Lib Tech/GS-5 08/29/80 08/24/80

TIS-517,),-3ITL ,Pay Adj PT Hall, Gayle, Lib Stu Aid/GW-1 08/29/80 09/07/80

1I5-518 L-UTL Pay Adj PT Little, Angela Lib 4tu Aid/GW-1 08/29/80 08/17/80

1154519 I-ISD Appoint Paulsen, -Gerald Comp Sys Ayt/GS-1309/02/80 09/07/80

115-520 I-ISO Reassign Warnick, Edward Comp Prog/GS-11 09/02/80 Immed

115-521 L-UTL Pay Adj PT Raff, Nancy Lib Tech/GS-5 09/03/80 09/07/80

415-522 L-SCH Pay Adj PT Black, Dreama Lib Tech/GS-5 09/03/80 09/07/80

T1S-523 00-LAW Retire Jones, Robert LEO Spec/GS-11 09/04/80 08/39/80

TIS-524 I-ISD Recruit Vice Sue Biederman Comp Tech/GS-4 '09/04/80 ASAP

TIS-525 LrLOD Termination Pratt, Sheri Clk Typ/OS-2 09/05/80 08/23/80

TIS-526 I-I50 PLay Adj PT Swan, Charles Comp Tech/GW-2 09/09/80 09/02/80

TIS-527 I-FNIC Temorary Chisholm, Thomas Lib Stu Aid/GW-3 09/09/80 10/01/80

TIS-528 L-SCSE Pay Adj PT Reeves, Gerald Lib Tech/GW-5 09/12/80

US-529 I-IS2 Reassign Lin, T. Con'n Prog/GS-9 09/12/80

TIS-t3U I-ISD Reassign Spahn, Carl ' Comp Tech/GS-5. 09/12/80

TIS-531 L-DCB Promotion Cheney, Sheldon Librn 09/12/80

Fig. 3, SP-52 Personnel ActionsFY1980
(TIS Personnel Funds Report)
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automatic computeradding, subtracting, calculating, updating and
modifying data, and producing a fresh report every other week. For this
application, we use the Records Manager and Math Master programs. By

using these programs, we maintain better control over the flow of funds.

The next application is very interesting, but simple. Suppose you
want to know who in the organization speaks Basque, or possesses a special

skill, or who was assigned to be a representative to a special analysis budget
team for nutrition standards or some other topic. For an organization as
large as ours, assignments such ais these and identification of special skills

can be immensely difficult. To solve this pr6blem and provide manage-
ment with essential infOrmation about who is doing what, or going where,
1,ve developed the Official Representation Special Assignments;and Areas

of Specialization database. We create and update this database on the
Lanier, and circu latei t frequently among the staff for improved cOmmuni-

Ca tions and better coordination. It is aMazitkg how people come forth with

their own skills once they see what somebody else has identified:on this list

as their own.
An acccWnpaniment. to this is the SEA/TIS Travel and Meeting

Calendar. This calendar lists scheduled meetings outside the agency, and
allows us to keep tr:ack of Who is going where, when, and for what. This is

an essential tool forcoordinating outside activities and maximizing the use
of scarce iravel reSources. No longer can the left .hand be accused of not
knowing what the right ,hand is doing. For this application, we use the
Repagination program.

The next: two items are crucial to the successful management of every

large organization, and their iMportance cannot be overeMphasized. They

are the Operating Plan and the Status .of Funds Report. The operating

plan is a statervent, by individual units and divisions, of how much money

is available to spend in a given fiscal year, how it is expected to be'
obligated, and 'what funds 'have actually been spent thus far (status of
funds). The operating plan is the primary tool used by management for
controlling the budget, establishing priorities for the disbursement of
funds, and maintaining control over the budgetary process. The word
processer enables us to maintain an accurate and current picture of our

internal state of fiscal affairs. Without it, I cannot imagine how we could

manage a $9 million budget. Each secretary for each division keeps the

records for that divisron, and inputsahe data into a Word, processer in the,
administraor's office. By using fixed formats, standardized terminology
(i.e.,' object class categories) and procedures, we are able to keep firm
control of what could easily become chaotic. In short, we are once again
managing complexity by automating routine functioris using the word
processer. The word processer also allows retrieval of selected bits of

information, such as how much has been spent on training, or travel, or
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database management, and produces separate reports on any given aspect
of the budget. Managers often want to know how much has already been
spent on a particular class of items, but are unable to extract the informa-
tion betause of inflexible budgetary procedures. The word processer's
Financial program enabled.; us to change that situation at TIS.

The larger budgetary/process itself is outlined in figure .4, which,
shows that at aily given pOint in time, we are working on three separate
budgets simultaneously: ihe currew year's operating budget, the next.
fiscal year's budget requeSt working its way through Congress, and the
following year's birdgetary estimates and justifications being submitted to
USDA and the president'S Office of Management and Budget. This chart
helps Us to keep triick of, the whole prbcess. While the politics of a budget
are complex, and could never be aut Mated, the figures and write-ups
canand should be.

Finally, we are constantly called ipon to prepare special reports for
higher management about our Equal Employment Opportunity and
-Affirmative Action or ciither special programs; the word processer produces
charts to satisfy these requests. We use the Lanier to calculate our person-
nel profile, indicate minority hiring, their grades, percentages of the whole
staff, Promotions, etc. Once the data have been input, the reports can be
generated and upckqed almost automatically. We use the Math Master/
Snap prograni to generate these reports.

As can be seen from the hbove exrnples, our use of the word processer
, for supporting, management's information needs is- extensive, anphe

earlier applications are not even exhaustive. By utilizing the vadous
records management, financial management, math, and other programs,
we are able at any given Moment to know how our personnel and financial
resources are allooted, and to what activity they are cp-mmitted. This has
resulted in a tfemendous improvement in the efficiency with witch man-
agement expends.'energy, and, correspondingly, it has resulted in an oNier-

, all improvemen t of the agency's operati ng environment. Confusibn, cbAps
d /id overlap are, if not eliminated, at least greatly reduced.

Program Support Systems

Our use of the word proces'ser for program support is not as extensive
as it is for management information systems. The reason for thisIs proba-
bly twofold. First, our major products, such as the AGRICOLA and CRIS
(Current Research Information System) databases, are too large to be either
created or managed1on word processers, though this may change in the
future. For this we dePend on outside commercial systems, such as DIA-
LOG Information Retrieval Services and the Washington Computer Cen-
ter. Second, while word processers have been utilized by managernent for
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several years for administrative support, they are jiasonow beginning to be
used in program support areas, and we have not fully discovered their
potential. We have used them to create and tratk our "management by
objec tive-S" IBO) reports. (Thesenre clearly worded statements of objec-
tives linked to program activities, which show accoMplishments and
milestones toward completion. We have tracked our MBOs on word pro-
cessers foi more than five years.) We use the Lanier,in program areas
primarily for storing and 'updating essential information necessary to
reate and search the databases. This includes items such as the AGRI-

COLA category codes, CRIS classification codes, and Current Awareness
Literature Service (GALS) retrieval codes. These are extensive alphanu-
meric classification schemes used in indexing AGRICOLA, profiling for
GALS, and CRIS or AGRICOLA chrtabase searChing. These classification
manuals are lengthy and complicated, and would be difficult to manage,
update or prepare for publication on nonword-processing equipment.
In the future we expect to, discover more innovative uses of the informa-
tion, since it is now stored in- machine-readabIe form.

Another very important use of the Lanier in a program area relies on
its ability to handle mailing labels --an.c1 correspondence. Using the List
,Ierge program, we can create and store several hundred mailing labels;

sort these labels by tip code, last name or other alphabetic.descriptor;
search the list by state or descriptive element; print out on gummed labels;
and even insert addresses automatically into individually typed, personal-
ized letters. The search, sort, list, arid insert capabilities of the word
processer are impressive, and, except for its speed, mimic those of a larger
computer. We find that its use has become essential, in supporting and
handling our farge volume of correspondence 'and mailings to extension
Centers, experiment stations, and land-grant institutions.

A final application of the .Lanier word processer is our agency news-
letter, Agncultural Libraries Information Notes (ALIN). This is a
monthly newsletter of agricultural library information which we prepare
a !most entirely on the word pracesser. khas an international distribtition
of over 2500 copies. Producing it, publishing it, and making sure it is
timely is quite a task, but it is edited and composed by a staff of two people
using the word Processer. By typing ALIN in-house on the word processer,
our prodin tion costs are greatly reduced, and our timeliness correspond-
ingly enhanc ed. As a result, we have an attractive., inexpensive and timely
newsletter of current library inforination. In addition, we may be able to
send it ,electronically to a photocomposition machine in the department
and eliminate another steppasting up titles and headings, of which the
Lanier is not yet capable. In the future we may also work out a way of
automatically indexing the newsletter.

5
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Online Information Retrieval Systems

;When we first acquired a word processer, we di:cl not fully apprecidte

or utilie its capabilities. But the idea came to us one day that, if the Lanier.

No Problem could communicate with other Lanier word processers, it

ought to be able to communicate with other computers as well. The-

possibil i ties this communication would open to us for decentralized auto-.

mated data processing seemed limitless. Word processers were springing

up everywhere. If we could link them together, we could augment their

power and capability with larger mainframe systeMs. A call to Lanier

confirmed our hunch. Since the Lanier word processer uses "a TTY/ASCII

data communications format, the only problem was to reconcile the differ-

ent computer dialects.
For several weeks we worke'd closely with Lynne Karsh, a

Washington-based Lanier representative, 'who called all the computer
centers with which TIS did buSiness. She wrote separate programs for the

Lanier No Problem for each incompatible communications dialect, ren-

dering them compatible. The transmission rates and duplex switches had

to be programmed. In the case of OCLC, the keyboard had to be modified

to accommodate special keys, such as the .backward slash key and che

Display Record key. Once this programming was accomplished, and each

system was fully tested, we had a set of tables (see Appendix A) which

would turn our Lanier word processers into fully operational "smart"

terminals. We could now communicate in an online mode with outside

information retrieval systems, and store their output internally. We had, in

effect, just doubled the value of our original investment. The only addi-
tional equipment necessary was a telephone acoustic coupler and the

Try:ASCII program available for purchase from Lanier.
The poss'ibilities this programming opened j.ip for us were tremen-

dous. While working on a manuscript or bibliography, or researching a

tdpic, we could now log into DIALOG and retrieve information from our

databases (CRIS and AGRICOLAWstore the output,on Lanier diskettes;

log off; further edit, merge, sort, or otherwise modify the citations; insert

the results into letters; or store for further use. Assuming no copyright

issues were involved (and they were not with our own databases), we could

even retrieve seve,ral hundred citations, memorize them on the Lanier, and

then mail the diskettes to another firm in Washington, D.C., which would

process the citations further according- to our own specifications and

deliver to us camera-ready copy for rapidpublication. The BOWNE Com-

pany experimented with'us on this project, and offered valuable advice and

programming assistance: Since the Lanier is able to communicate with

other Laniers, we could transmit ounsearch results to another word pro-

cesser in another state or region and use the system for special delivery or
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electronic mail. We produced our first online bibliography using this new
word processer capability when the Secretary of Agriculture wanted a
warch done immediately on the effects of volcanic ash on agriculture, as a
result of the Mount Saint Helens eruption.

For those wishing to program their own laniers for online searching,
Lanier was kind enough to allow inclusion of their communicationg
procedures and program insItructions in appendixes to this paper (see
Appendixes A and B). Included are tables for DIALOG, BRS and SDC, the
National Library of Medicine., OCLC, and the two leading timesharing
networks. You will probably have to ask your representative to interpret
the tables, but should feel free to use the programs., as they are
nonproprietaiy.

Conclusion

hr on( I usion, then, let me return to my original theme: managing
«)mplexitv. Complexity is the very stuff of librarianShip. But to manage it,
we need both our minds and our tools. For a while, however, it seemed that
we had lost control over one of our toolsautomation. It seemed that
automation was in the hands of data-processing specialists, and that we

our library operations were entirely at their mercy. Mechanization is
essential to our work, but rnechanizers seemed to be in control.

TIS has demonstrated that this need not be the case. By creatively
programming word processers to perform small-scale automated data
processing tasks, and by linking word processers to outside systems for
larger assignments, librarians can regain some semblance of control over
the automation process. Routine but complicated assignments necessary
to provide management with information about the organization can be
put on the word processer; numerous program activities can also be auto-
mated in-house. This frees the librarian for more important, and human,
assignments. BV linking word processers online with such default-driven
language systemS as NOMAD, even larger automation projects can be

«)inplished, freeing even more the mind and imagination of librarians.
And, all the time, the librarian is in commandhot an outside computer
spec ialist, program analyst, or systems designer. Once again, automation
is in vour.own hands.
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APPLN DIX A

Program Instructions for On-Line Searching with Lanier Word Processers

USDA

02 00 00 03 02 00 05 00 2A Ol 00 00 00 00 FF 01 NAL, Rm. 109

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 BeltsVille, Md.

'F.1 00 05 'LANIER TYPING ' El 00 01

00 06 FF 19 FF 7F FF lB OR 09 OA FF FF FF FF FF

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 09 OB 05 11 FF 13 FF DO/IRS (Direct Dial,

20 21 22 23 24 29 26 27 28 29 2A 28 2C 2D 2E 2F Information Retrieval Sys.

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 3A 38 3C 3D 3E 1F,

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 48 4C 4D 4E 4F Lockheed

-50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 SA 58 SC SD 5E .V PRIME

60 61 62 63 64 69 66 67 68 69 6A 68 6C 6D 6E 6F Library of Congress

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 7A 713 7C 7D 7E FF Bibliographic Retrieval Sys.

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF OF FF Systems Devel. Corp,

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF Control Data Corp.

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF Federal CSS

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF Juris

10 FF 04 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 13 03 12 Medlars

OD FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

FF OD IA 17 18 02 0,9 FF 20 20 20 FF FF FF FF FF REV. 2.1.1 TTY TABLE

FF FF FF 01 06 07 OC 15 16 OE 07 06 FF FF FF FF HALF DUPLEX
300 B/SEC

FF FF FF FF F7 113 FB FA 08 09 OA lA F6 El F9 F8 NONE PARITY

FF IC F3 1E F4 FF F5 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 7 DATA BITS

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2A 28 2C 2D 2E 2? 1 STOP BIT

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 3A 3B 3C 30 3E 3F

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 48 4C 4D 4E 4? BREAK - BREAK

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 SA 5B SC SD SE 5F
SC 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69-6A 68 6C 6D 6E 6F

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 7A 78 7C 7D 7E FF

David Hoyt 344-3937
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02 00 00

OD 00 00

El 00 05

00

FF

20

30

40

50
60

70

FF

FF
FF

FF

10

OD
FF

FF

06

FF
21

31

41

51

61

71

FF

FF

FF
FF
FF

FF

OD
FF

APPENDIX AContinued

03 02 00.05 00 2A 00 00 00

00 00 00 0 FF 00 00 00 00

'LANIER TYPING ' El 00 01

FF 19 FF 7F FF\411
FF FF FF FF FF PF
22 23 24 25 26 27,
32 33 34 35 36 37
42 43 44 45 46 47
52,-53 54 55 56 57
62 63 64 65 66 67
72 73 74 75 76 77
FF FF FF FF FF.FF
FF FF FF FF FF FF
FF FF FF FF FF FF
FF FF FF FF FF FF
04 FF FF FF FF FF
FF FF FF FF FF FF
LA 17 18 02 09 FF
FF 01 06 07 OC 15

FF FF FF FF F7 1B FB
FF 1C F3 IF F4 FF F5

08

FF

28

38

48

68

78

FF
FF

FO

FF

FF

20

16

09

09
29

19

49

59

69

79

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

20

OE

OA FF
OB 05
2A 2B
3A 3B

4A 4B
5A 5B
6A 6B
7A 7B
FF FF

FF
FF

FF

FF'

FF

20

07

FF

FF

FF
FF

FF

FF

06

USDA
13 11 FF 01 NAL, Rm. 109
00 00 00 00 Beltsville, Md.

FF

11

2C

3C

4C
5C

6C
7C

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF
FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

2D

3D

4D
5D

6D

7D
FF
FF
FF

FF

13

FF

FF

FF

David Hoyt 344-3937
FF FF
13 FF TELENET
2E 2F
3E 3F
4E 4F
5E 5F
6E 6F
7E FF
OF FF
FF

FF
FF

03

FF

FF

FF

REV. 2.1.1 TTY TABLE
HALF DUPLEX
300 B/SEC

NONE PARITY
7 DATA BITS

.1 STOP BIT
FF

FF BREAK - BREAK..

FF CTRL X - CTRL X
12

FF
FF

FF

FA 08 09 OA IA F6 El F9 F8
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

2A 26 2C 2D 2E 2F
3A 38 3C 3D 3E 3F
4A 4B 4C 4D 4E 4F
5A 5B 5C 5D 5E 5F
6A 6B 6C 6D 6E 6F
7A 7B 7C 7D 7E FF

20 21 22 23 24 25 76 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

5C 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

70 71 72 71 74 75 76 77 78 79

u
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USDA

02 ($ 00 03 02 00 05 01 2A 00 00 00 00 00 FF 01 NAL, Rm. 109

00 '0'0 00 00 00 00 00 FF 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 Beltsville, Md.

El 00 05 'LANIER TYPING ' El 00 01
David Hoyt 344-3937
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00 06 FF 19 FF 7F FF 1B 08 09 OA FF FF FF FF FF

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 09 OB 05 11 FF 13 FF OCLC and/or TYMNET

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2A 28 2C 2D 2E 2F

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 3A 38 3C 3D 3E 3F REV. 2.1.1 TTY TABLE

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 48 4C 41) 4E 4F FULL DUPLEX

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 5A 58 5c 51) 5E 5F 300 8/SEt

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 6A 66 6c 60 6E 6F NONE PARITY

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79)7A 78 7C 70 7E FF 7 DATA B.ITS

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF OF FF 1 STOP BIT

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF BRFAK - BREAK

ye FF FF FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF CTRL C - CTRL C

10 FF 04 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 13 03 12 BACKSLASH - BOTTOM LEFT KEY

OD FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

FF OD IA 17 18 02 09 FF 20 20 20 FF FF FF FF FF

FF FF FF 60 5-C'07 DC 15 16 OE 07 06 FF FF FF FF

FF FF FF FF F7 18 FB FA 08 09 OA IA F6 El F9 F8

FF IC E3 1E F4 FF F5 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2A 28 2C 20 2E 2E

30 31 32 33 3.4 35 36 37 38 39 3A 38 3C 3D 3E 3F

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 46 4C 4D 4E 4F

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 5A 58 SC 50 5E 5F

5C 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 6A 66 6C 60 6E 6F

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 7A 78 7C 7D 7E FF

)
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APPENDIX B

Procedures for Communicating with Computers

1. Turn system on; the sWitch is on the back left side of the system; flip it up. It
will sounli with a high-pitched tone. If it is already on, push the red button,on
the front and the system will sound
Insert TIN ASCII (yellow) progilm disc into the top disc drive with the label
facing the ceiling and toward you; close door. Red light on dist' drive will go on
and off two times. Remove disc.

3. Insea "TIMNET" disc with the label facing the ceiling and toward you; close
door. (jive command:
ENC L DD 'IRS; TELENET, or"OCLC-TYMNET + EXEC
(Note: See last "tip"- for which table to load!)
When red light goes on disc drive goes off, remove disc.

.1. If you wilr want to print anything you are getting from any computer, insert
blank disc. Anything to be printed must be memorized on disc first. This is
explabwd in steps 9 &: 10.

The screen will automatically default to 80 characters wide. If you need to
hange this: FRMT H + width needed -1- EXEC

Set vertical to 26 lines: FRMT -1- V + length needed + EXEC
Clear margins: FRMT

,& To go into the communications mode: FNC C + EXEC.
Format line will look like C----

7. You are now ready to dial up. When you get the high-pitched tone, place the
phone in coupler. When the handset indicator on the front of the Lanier No
Problem lights up, you have a link with the computer.

8. From this point on, you are on your own. Use the commands for whichever
computer you 'are talking to.

9. If you are receiving from any computer and you want to print the data, you will
--have to memorize these on the Lanier disc first. Do the following:

Before giving the display command', set a memorize mode on the Lanier first: ..
CMC M(memorize) + file name* + EXEC.
Format line will look like CW--M
After you have given your display command, DO NOT CARRIAGE
RETURN. Erase your screen first: CMC E EXEC. This will clear .the
screen of whatever is on it. Then you can carriage return and the display will
begin on line 1.

10. Since there are no printing capabilities using the TTY/ASCII program, you
have to memorize the data on disc. To print out any information after yOu are
done communicating and have signed off completely, do the following:
Remove all discs from system.

'nits (LW be any name you want. It can only ha.Ve twelve characters, none of which can be
spin es or periods. Use' slashes or daslws instead. Page will be automatically memorized when
the vertical is filled up. To force the page to memorize if the vertical is not filled up, hold down
the "down arrow until you reach the vertical maximum.
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Push red reset button on front of No Problem; it will sound the high,pitched
tone again.
Insert blue word-processing program (Repaginate or List/Merge) with the
label.facing the ceiling }ancl toward you; the red light will go on and off two
times. Remove program disc.
Insert working disc that has material yoti want ,to print on it.
Give print command: FILE P + name of file + spacebar + T+ EXEC. Have
paper in printer because the first page will print when you EXEC; put second
sheet in printer and touch STOP,CONT. Continue until entire texrhas been

printed.

Tips
To c lear screen while in communications: CMC E (erase) + EXEC.

To use Lanier for word processing whne remaining- tied to computer: FNC 0
(online editor) +EXEC, use standard word-processing commands in this mode.

To go bill( to «nnmunications after using the online editor: FNC C (communi-
cations) + EXEC.

To end communications after you have signed 6ff of thecomputer: FNC
E (off-line editor) + EXEC.

To.determine which table to load for communicating., find the database under the
following table types:

LOAD DD. IRS (This stands for Direct Dial Information Retrieval System)
Library of Congress
Prime
Lockheed
Bibliographic Retrieval System
Systems Development Corporation
Control Data Corporation
Federal CSS
Juris
Medlars

LOAD OCLC-TYMNET
OCLC
TYMNET

LOAD TELENET
When accessing any database but dialing the TELENET phone number.
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New Information Technologies
and Opportunities

Regarding Input/Output Devices

Introduction

This paper presents a framework for looking at different kinds of input,'
output devices, arid provides some general characteristics regarding input/
output devices currently on the market. A more detatled version of this
paper appears as a chapter in the 1981- Annual Review of Information
Science and Techndlogy.1

This paper will cover personal-use input/output devices. By "per-
sonal use" we mean those things that would normAly be found at a user
work station to support individuals in their work activities. These devices
would also make it possible for them to communicate with one or more
information retrieval systems. Not included in this particular group,are
card readers, line printers, floppy discs, hard discs, modems, point-of-sale
terminals (which you probably have contact with every day in super-
markets), and automated jeller machines (where you can get caSh any time
of day or night).

Tab)e 1 shows an outline of areas covered in this paper and in more
detail in the (MIST chapter. The upper part of the table represents data-
entry devices; the tower part represents display devices. Input devices
include tactile, optical and other types, while display devices include hard
copy, transient image and others. Before describing these devices in more
detail, we will cover briefly something about die scientific foundationS
that are contributing to input/output device development.

.60
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TABLE I
INPUT OUTPUT DEVICES FOR PERSONAL USE

(Au-Entry Drvic es

Tactile Optical Other

Keyboards Bar,code Speech devices for the

I-ouch-sensitise displays Opticid c hatac ter rec ognition physically impaired

Other Light pens

Display Devices

Hard-Copy
Standard paper
Het trostatic
He( trosensitis e
!hernial

Tran,ient-Image 1 Other
CR I. Flat panel Audio devices for the
standard plasma physically impaired
graphics light-emitting

iewdata diode
liquid crystal
display

electro-lumi-
nescent

other

Source: 'Emile, Howard, et al. 'Data Entry Display Dqices for Interactive Information
Iketrwy al." Annual Review of Inf ormation Science and Tedmology, vol. 16, edited by Martha
E.. Williams, p. 56, 'fable I. White Plains, N.Y.: Knowledge Industry Publications, 1981.

Scientific Foundations of Input/Output Device Development

The traditional technologies or sciences that have contributed in this

area include electronics, optics and magnetiCs. But the current trend in
research has a great deal more emphasis on human factors, or, borrowing
from our British friends, ergonomics. Also receiving emphasis is the psy-
chology of working with a terminal. One area, for example, where psy-
chology is playing a crucial role is in the study of eyestrain. Studies are
being conducted of people who are using terminals for extended periods of
time during the day, and particularly in the newspaper industry, where
video displays are used a great deal. The major emphasis is being put. on
psychology by researchers, who .are finding that eyestrain is not just a
physiological phenomenon, but alsO a psy.chological One. The feeling is
that the key to market success in the future with terminals (CRTs, key-.
boards, etc.) will really lie with how well the manufacturers can take into
account the ergonomic aspects.

Thete are,several professional societies associated with input/output.
device research. Those listed in table 2 are ones that we found quite useful
in putting together the A MST chapter. The publications of these societies
were quite rich with information on terrrii nals. As an example, the Interna-

_
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tional Research Association for Newspaper Technology (IFRA) report
series includes a great deal of information on ergonomics. "r he material on
keyboard layout preSented later in this- paper is taken from one of their
reports.2 Also, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
and the Institute of Electronic Engineering(IEE) have extensive informa-
tion that is useful. If you include Publications of the Human Factors
Society, the Ergonomics Society and the Society for InforMation Display,
you can find out almost everything you want to know about data-entry and
display devices, in terms of what is available in the published literature.

`IIABLE 2
RELATED PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

He( ticmics Industry Assoc iaticm
Ergonomics Society
Human Factors Society
IEEE
[FIE
IFRA
Opticai Soc tely of Anwric a
Society I'm Information Disphiy
Soc iety Of PhOlO.OptiC al Instrumentaticm Engineers

Also associated With input 'output devices are a series of standarth. We
do have some standards in this area. Table 3 presents these in three major
ca_gories: communications standards, standards related to character sets
displayed on these terminzds, and the ergonomics (primarily the keYboard
layout). A companion to this list is a list of organizations concerned with
these standards (see table 4). At the international level there is the Interna-
tional Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee (CCITT). The
American Library Association has standards on character .sets.-Tlit IFRA is
involved in keyboard layout and radiation standards. The government is
involved via the National Institute tor Occupational Safety and Health in
terms' of radiation levels for terminals. We would expect to see more,
standards coming out in the future with respect to terminals, particularly
l?ecause there is going to be approximately a 20 percent annual growth rate
in terminals over the next few years. With more and more terminals, there
will be more pressure for standardization.

66
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TABLE 3
RELATED STANDARDS

CommuniCations:
EIA RS 22
cc:1Yr v. 21

Chartic ter Sets:
ALA
ASCII
EBCDIC:

Ergonotnics:
ANSI X.1.14 (keyb)ar(ls)
BS 2.181

Sour( e Turtle, Howard, et al. "Data Entry Display Devices for Intent( tive Inforniation
Retrieval." .1 unual Remeu, of Information Science andTechnology, vol. 16, edited by Martha

Williams. (s. 59. White Plains, N.Y.: Knowledge Industry Publications, 1981.

TABLE 4
SIANIMRDS INFORMATION FOR DATA ENTRY. DISPLAY DEVICES

American National Standards Institute
Electronic Indirstries Association ..
International lelephone & Telegraph Consultative Committee
American Library Association
International Research Organiiation for Newspaper Technology (ergonomics)
National Institute of 0«-upational Safety & Health
Oct upational Safety & Health Administration
National Bureau of Standmils
International Standards Organitation

SouRe: Furtle. f toward, ct al. "Data Entry Display Devices 'for Interactive Information
Retries al." Annual Review of Information ScUmce and Technology, vol. 16, edited by Martha

E. Williams, p. 59. White Plains, N.Y.: Knowledge Industry Publications, 1981.

Data-Entry Technology

Table 1 shows tactile, optical and other types of data-entry technol-
.ogy. All of these are mechanisms by which_ you can convert some kind of

medianical or physical effort into a machine-readable form or ari elec-

tronic form. The earliest form of data entry for computers was actually a
series of toggle switches. it was not very usgr-friendly, except to pro-
grammers. Programmers were the only ones who were really irrteracting
with the machine. Actually, this technique is coming back now. There has

been some experimentation with a series of five keys that can be played like

a chord on an organ. You can get many different combinnions from five

6
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' keys, taken ri.at a time. On most keyboards, however, each key corresponds
to one letter and translates the mechanical movement into a binary elec-
tronic impulse. We do not think about that when we push the key for A or
for the number I, but what we are really doing is nothing more than setting
a series of toggle syitches, as it used to be done in the older sys-tems.

Keyboards, which are currently the most widely used data-entry de-
vices, can be characterized by a number of features: the number of keys, the
layout, the coding technique used (i.e., the way in which the user can look

'at the key and see what the key stands for), and the cost of the keyboard.
Typically, a keyboard Payout will have anywhere from ,12 to 220 keys. The
220-key keyboard layout would be for something like the Japanese
alphabet, and even that would not be the full character set. An example of
keyboard layout variation is presented to us every day. The data-entry
.Fouch-Tone key pad and an adding machine key pad perform the same
fun( ti6m, yet are laid out differently. The Touch-Tone pad begins with I in
dw upper left-hand corner and moves to the lower right-hand corner. The
adding machine goes frpm the lower left- to the upper right-hand corner.
So even with something 1ks ;irnple as that, we have not standardized the
key lx)ard ,layout yet. Tlw "QWERTY" keyboard is the typical typewriter

6 keyboard, having Q. E, R, T, Y in the upper left portion of the top
alphabetic row. As far as the coding is concerned, the legends may appear
on the keys themselves, and keys may have multiple legends appearing on
the kop and front surfaces of the keys. There can also be as many-as two or
three on each surface of the key. That can be quite confusing, and probably
anybody who does not touch tyPe must really search to find the symbols.

There has been some development work recently at Bell Labs on a
virwal keyboard thal.projects symbols onto just the keys which need to be
used at a particular time. Because a telephone operator may have a key-
board with several hundred keys on it, only the keys that need to be used for,
the next function are lit, and symbols are projected onto them froth above.
The next function that an op'erator performs may be different, so the keys
will have different symbols projected onto Them. This represents a very
sophisticated "overlay" approach, with the'symbols being projected onto
the keys. A rpuch simpler approach involves a small plastic template
which is laid over a keyboard and has a set of symboks on it. This template
tan be changed to alter the symbols. Finally, the caps on each key can be
hanged so that special symbOls can be placed on particular keys. In

putting together a keyboard with function keys, for example, special caps
can be placed on those function keys with the label indicating what that
key is to be used for.

Costs of keyboards now range between $25 and $100 for the keyboard
itself. Terininal manufacturers used to rely on custom-built keyboards, but
they are now moving toward more standardized and mass-produced key-
boards. This helps to lower the cost of keyboard data-entry systems.

6 b
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0

Figuie I shows by individual finger of the right and left hand the work

load that currently exists for each finger using a "QWERTY" keyboard.

rhe right hand has actually less work to do than-the left band. Further-

more, the distribution of work across the fingers.is not even. Despite these

shoruomings, this keyhoard has been around (or, a long time. Figure 2

illustrates the results of some researc h reported by WM with a different
kektx)ard layout.3 'Fins layout distributes the work more evenly between

the two hands, and actually puts more 'work onto the right hand. One

might think that definitive research had been done years ago, but because

there_are so many terminals and people are using so many keyboards this is

only now re«Oving major emphasis. Years and years ago, when typewriters

first came out, many of the keyboards were arranged in alphabetical order.

We may see a yeturn to that, because also being considered along with the

laN outs in figures land 2 is the alphabetic key layout. Practically speaking,

when you ale osing a one-finger approach to data entry, the keyboard

might as well be arranged in alphabetical order.
As kn other data-entry deviceS, there is the touch-sensitive screen used

in wmputer-aided instruction, industrial control, and information stor-

age and retrieval. It irNolves picking out a spot on the screen and touching

it, and thus allows the user to have a virtual key1xxird like the, one being

developed at ,Bell Labs, but in a simpler form. Ih this case, the keyboard is

on the screen A system designer can lay out a new keyboard on clic screen as

it is needed. Tlw techniques used in this kind of touch-sensitive approach

include a c riss-cross of infrared beams, wire arrays or acouStical waves.

Another approach involves multiple layers of sonic kind of conductive

'MaterialA unique yoltage is generated at each spot of the screen that is

pressed, so the system knows where the screen has been touched. These

techniques are typically applied to a. CRT oi a plasma panel.
Other devices used for data entry are not quite so popular..These

include the joy stick, which can be used -to.moe.the cursor, and is simply.a

small control lever. This device is used extensively in arcade games. It is

also used in graphics, because it enables rapid movement of the cursor and

represents a low-cost alternative to the light pen or to,some other kind of

touch-sensitive entry device.. Similar to the joy stick is a. mouse, which is

just a little device that can be moved around on a flat surface. The-device

has a trot king wheel which indicates how far and ih what direction it has

been moved, and correspondingly moves the .cursor on the screen in the

same way. It is another low-cost alternative to the light pen. Finally, there

is a digitizing tablet, which is somewhat like a touch screen; except that ii

has a much higher resolution and cannot be mounted over a'display screen.

It is used to locate something very accurately on a page. Its use is not as

great in information retrieval as in cartography or where fine drawings are

involved. An 812"-by-11" digitizing tablet would typically cost about $1000.
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In addition to tactile entry devices, there are also other types of data-
entry devices, the most widely used of which is the bar-code reader. It is
used not only in circulation systems but, probably more widely, in inven-
tory control systems. There are a number of different codes available,

luding Universal Product Code (UPC), Codabar and Code 39. These are
all des( ribed in a 1978 National Library of Medicine report.' A bar-code
reader typically uses either visible, infrared or laser light to sense the
difference in hue and or. width of-the bars and spaces between. Another
type of device is an optical character reader, which is very much like a
bar-code reader except that instead of reading bars, it reads a full character.
there is an advantage to an optical character reader in that it operates on a
human-readable image, but it also has a much higher error rate than a
bar-code, reader. Thus, there are tradeoffs, and the designer must decide
what factors are most important for a particular application.

1...ight pens, unlike bar-code readers, respond to light rather than
emitting it. Typically, they,are used in conjunction with a CRT. The user
tow hes tlw pen to a CRTand the electronics of the device'indicate where
on the raswr the pen was placed. In this respect it is like a touch-sensitive
sc teen, and typically is.used in graphics. It is also being used in informa-
tion storage and retrieyal systems where a menu-selection approach rather
than a command-driven approach is involved.

There are other kinds of data-entry devices, such as speech recogni-
tion. While there is a lot now being said about speech recognition, practi-
cal applications.are.limited to a vocabulary of fewer than 250 words, and
the device must' be "tuned" to a particular speaker to be reliable. So while
spec( h recognition has an exciting future, -it is certainly a distant future.
Also, there r're devices with Braille keyboards that can be used by the
visually im aired, and some work stations for quadraplegics are available
at which p ogramming and data entry can be done without the lull use of
one's han is.

Display Technology

The two basic approaches to data information display are hard copy
and transient image. These approaches can be characterized,in a variety of
ways, in( luding the manner in which the characters are represented. One
method uses a matrix for forming a character, which is fast but not of print
quality (unless the matrices are'shifted and overlaid). Typically, a fully
formed character rather than a matrix character is used for high-quality
work, but is associated with higher cost and a lower print rate. Anothef
nwans of c harac terizing display devices is by the method of printing. The
two methods are serial (one letter at a. time) and line (an entire line at one
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time) printing. Finally, display devices can be characterized by the kind of

content to be printed, i.e., graphic ancLor text.
Wi,th respect to hard-copy devices, one should consider the type- of

paper that is going to be used. Many printers use plain paper, particularly

impact printvs, which usually incorporate a fully formed character., as

opposed to a matrix chinacter. Also there is xerographic priluing, where a

toner is bound to the paper through some electrostatic means; and ink jet

printing, where the ink is charged electroniCally and adheres to the paper.

There are also many hard-copy devices that use special papereither
heat-sensitive, light-sensitive, or electrical-charge-sensitive. Finally, there

are some hard-copy devices that can produce color copies. At least three

ribbons with three different colors would be required for an impact printer

to produce a color hard copy. It is also possible to have multiple ink jets.

Xerography can produce color prints as well, but it is quite expensive and

not typically found at an individual work station.
Transient-image devices are very useful where no hard-copy record is

required of the retrieval session. There are several advantages to transien t-

image output devices. They can operate at higher speeds, have lower

purchase and operating costs, and are not as noisy as hard-copy devices.

They also have lower maintenance costs and longer life, but they do have

'disadvantages. They are bulky, heavy and not easy to move around; they

are more fragile than the newer, hard-copy printing devices; and they

operate at higher voltages. The most widely used transient-image device,of

course, is the CRT which can be characterized by how the tube is scanned.

Raster scan means row-by-row, and is the most common method. Also

found.with some high-quality graphics devices is random scan or vector

scan, typically used in very high-resolution devices. A CRT tube can be

characterized as having low, moderate or high resolution. Low resolution,

which we see when watching television, has 525 lines per screen. The

moderate or normal CRT screen, used.for most data input/output termi-

nals, has 600-800 lines, with a 5 by 7 or 8 by 10 dot matrix. The very high

quality graphic screen requires tremendously more storage than the regu-

lar CRT. It typically,has.asesolution of up to 4000 x 4000 pixels, or bits, on

the screen..
The cost.of a keyboard is $100 or less. The normal CRT cost, is

anywhere between $70 and $150. When these are packaged together,

including the data-entry device, the CRT, the power supply, etc., the cost

can be anywhere from $600 to $3000. For CRTs we expect to see a general

wst- reduction continuing, with color becoming more common and less

expensive. There will be larger screens on the CRTs in the future, with

improved rescilution and increased intelligence via microprocesser

tec hnology.
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In addition to the CRTs, there are other transient-image displays,
including flat panel displays. These devices are typically compact and
portable, with a character limit that is much lower than a CRT.One of the
most widely used is the plasma "panel which was developed at the Univer-
sity of Illino'is. The plasma panel allows information to be projected via a
rear screen projector in addition to displaying computer-transmitted infor-
mation. Other types of flat panel displays include the fight-emitting diode
(LEM, which is usually used for single-line disOlays. An LED is low in
cost, operates on very simple circuitry, and is used extensively in small
calculators. There is also a liquid t ryStal display (LCD ) which, in many
respects, is like the LED in terms of size and character ca (..i ty. Its physics
are quite different, however, becauseti t reflects 1 ight.rather than emitting ii.
:Therefore, the LCD works very well in bright light, whereasthe LED may
lose the image under bript light. Other device types include electrolumi-
nestent displays and audio-response systems. Texas Instruments has prob-
ably made the audio-response system most popular with a loW-cost chip,
that is used in its game Speak and Spell. There are also output devices for
the physic ally impaired involving tactile output and speaking terminals.

Table 5 shows how various input and mitput techniques are incorpo-
- rated in user terminals today. Other cbmbinations may.be available, but

this matrix represents what is typical in the marketplace. In many cases,
more than one input:output technology is present in the same terminal.
For example, it is now possible to find a CRT with a hard-copy printer
built into it, instead of having a hard-copy printer attached to the side of it;
a keyboard may have a joy stick or bar-code reader . attache& or built in.

Trends in Input/Output Devices

Finally, trends in the area of input/output devices may be divided for
comment into two general areas: technology and applications. Improved
technology will lead to lower prices. The less expensive terminals will.be
pri«11 even lower than they are now. Some of the faelors -causing this
dec rease in price inclhde annual reductions of as much as 40 percent in the
cost of memory componentg, 25 percent in logic components, and 10
percent in communication components. Terminals that now cost just
under $ WOO will drop to under $600. There will be improved displays, and
much more intelligence available in the displays. At the high end of the
terminal line, where costs are $30007$4000,, there will be much more capa7
bility than is available today. None of these are fantastic predictions,- but
represent the most likely trends for terminals now and in the next few years.
Do not look for use of voice data en try, for example, in the near future.
Keyboard data entry.and the CRT display will continue to dominate the

7



TABLE 5
COMBINATIONS OF INPUT AND OUTPUT TECHNIQUES IN USER TERMINALS

Full Nuineru Touch Sensi- Mouse Graphics Bar Code OCR Light Speech

Keyboard Keypad tny Display Joy Stick Tablet Reader Pen Recognition

.1 . Input Input
Numeric Kes pad X
-Ibuch Sensitive Display X X

Nlouse Jos Slick X X

Graphics -rablet X X X

Bar Code Reader X X
OCR X X

Irght Pens X X X.

Speeth Remgottion X

B. Input Output
Smndard Pci Per
Ilatd-Cop x X

Spet hil Paper
Hard-Copy X X ..

Ides ision X X X
N'

Standaid C12 l X X X X X X X X X

(;raphus Ca4 X X X X X

Plasma Panel x, .. X x
Speech Synthesis X X X

Turtle. floward, et al..."Data Enny Display Devices for Interactive Information Retrieval." Annual Review of Information Science

and Tei hnology, vol. 16', edited by Martha E. Williams, p. 72, Table .1. W)iite Plains, N.Y.: Knowledge Industry Publications, 1981.
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Market; millions of these will be in use. Resolution will- imprOve on
display units; custom fonts and better graphics will be available'.'Stand-
alone work stations, as used for word processing, will also be used as
terminals much more widely. Because these units will proliferate, there
will be a desire to link them together, and there will be more and more
high-speed local networks, as well. There will be more touch-screen capa-
bility because of the increased public use of input output devices. (Some-
body can make a fortune marketing a liquid that cleans fingerprints off the
screens of CRTs. ) We can expect terminal installations to continue to grow
at a rate of 18-20 percent in terms of numbers of terminals in the field.
Terminals already outmnnber typewriters in many offices. There will be
more flat panel displays, particularly in the hand-held devices, whether
they be games or computers.

As far as gpplications are concerned, it has been predicted that 30
percent of the homes in the United States will have some form of videotex
terminal by 1992. Actually many of them already do (in the form of a
regular television set), but we will start to see more and more videotex
terminals, whether they use a standard television set or a special terrninal.
Tlwre will be greater use of electronic mail as postage rates go up; as a
result, there will be more terminals for people who want t9 use .the
electronic mail capability, Teleconferencing will inerease as travel costs
rise. Teleconferencing involves not just sending worth,.back and forth, but
also sending graphic images, drawings, or pictures of yt urself, so a person
can watch you talk and also look at an illustration. Ve will see more
special-purpose terminals for teleconferencing. Word pr f,essing will have
a major influence on the terminal market, with its requirernent for displays
with much larger .capacities than we currently have. Th e applications
require the display of multiple pages on screens accommo Ling up to 160
by 160 characters.

Finally, there will have to be significant improveme tt in human
factors, including keyboard design. We need a good virtt -11 keyboard.
Display devices that lend themselves to the use ol multiple vindows for
diSplays will be required. With such devices one can arrange display the
same way he or she would arrange sheets of paper on a clesk,k, or arrange
three-by five-inch index cards. We st.l! nave a long way to go in entry:dis-
play device development, but the market is there, and so are Most of the
Le( hnologies. The human factor will be the key to major improvements.
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Videotex
The New, Information Systems

Introduction ,

Videotex and teletext are terms that are becoming harder and h. der to
define, and it is ustially necessary to begin by explaining what the rms
orighlally Meant. Videotex has been used to refer to computerized in fon a-
tion entertainment systems using telephone lines to tie home televisio
sets to computers. Teletext has been used to refer to computerized informa-
tion .. entertainment systems that send data to home television sets by
encoding the data into unused portions of a television signal. At the
receiving endthe television setboth videotex and teletext can look
identical. And both, from the beginning, employed color and graphics as
distinguishing characteristics. ,

However, both systems are still evolving technically and conceptually.
Newer systems have been developed (for example, on cable television
installations) which incorporate a little bit of both, as well as features of
traditional timesharing computer systems. In many cases, the term video-
tex is used to refer to all of these systems that are designed to bring digital
data to television sets or television monitors, usually using color and
graphics.

Background

Since the 1960s, it has been recognized that the computer a-nd telecom-
munications industries were overlapping more and more. Computer
power has become widely accessible via telecommunications, and telecom-
munications techniques and methods have become computerized. Infor-
mation services in the form of large 'online databases, both public and

74
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private, grew during the 1970s into worklwide systems offering access to
millions. perhaps billions, of items of digitally stored data. This same
general area of development also spawned such distinct services as Picture-
phone (which dates back to at least 1930, and to a laboratory' system in the
1960s) and two-way cable television (which was being tested by a dozeir or

so companies in the United States during 1971-74).1 In fact, the first
videotex system to gain recognition it 's such grew out of work in Englandj
on computerized reservation systemandon the British version of Picture-
phone.2 This first videotex service was initially called "viewdata" and later
Prestel. At. roughly the same time, perhaps even a little earlier, there also
developed in England the first teletext service, which has been named
CeefaX and is broadcast by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). It
is helpful, then, to review briefly the introduction of videotex and teletext
systems in countries around the world.

Systems in Other Countries

This overview of systems in other countries does not attempt to be exhaus-
tive..Teletext and videotex systems have Tither been developed or.estab-
lished in such countries as the United Kingdom, France, Canada, Japan,
Sweden, the Netherl'ands. Austria, Switzerland, West Germany, Denrryark,'
Finland, Australia, Hong Kong, and the United States:

/ The United Kingdom is recognized as the home of videotex and
teletext, where the oldest commercial videotex and teletext services are in

Aperation.3 Teletext was tested in the late 1960s, and first became available
on an experimental basis in 1971. Two years later, public teletext savice
began, with pages of text and graphics encoded in to the unused portions of
broadcast television signals. There are currently three teletext services
available to anyone who has a television set with a teletext decoder. The
Bi3C broadcasts Ceefax on BBC1, and Orbit on BBC2. The Independent
Broadcasting An thority broadcasts Oracle as part of their tolevision chan-
nel. During the same period, the videotex service known 'as Prestel was
developed by the British Post Office, giver1 a field trial in 1976, and has,
been offered as a commercial service since 1979.

As-of early 1981, there are over 150;000 teletext users in the United
Kfi'fgdom, and about 10,000 videotex users. (In Britain, after you get a.
suitably equipped television set, teletext reception is free, while videotex is
not, ) There are also about 350 1.1sers of the London-based Prestel Interna-
tional service, which is a videotex system designed for the international
business (ommurlity, and used by clients in seN-/en.countries.

France was- probably the second major country to develop videotex
and teletext systerns.' In the mid-1970s, in a massive effort to expand and
modernize their telephone system, France began what is called the -Tile-
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matique" program. As part of that program,,a videotex system. called
Feletel was created ,.that would permit access by users to the computer
databases of any participating company. Unlike the Prestel system in the
United Kingdom, the telephone company does not operate the computers
"used to store the data. However, one exception is the electronic directory
sei vice provided by the telephone authorities. This will be the first videotex
system to De given a public trial, and will start during 1981.

The teletext system in France is called Antiope, although that name
can, also refer tb the joint videotex. teletext designs produced for France.
The initial teletext *service in France began in 1977 and consisted of stock
market repoFts broadcast on a television channel that does not carry a
"regular" video program (thus, more scan lineS can be used for data
transmission). A public teletext service was started in 1979, and there are
now about 1500 users.

Canada is the third major country to produce its own 'videotex and
teletext Sy stem. The Canadian system, known as Tel idon, grew out of work
on the digital transiiiission of graphics. Thus, one of the distinguishing
features of Telidon is- the use of graphic instructions transmitted to a
.processer at the television set; only adew instruction code's are needed to tell
the proc esser to draw a line, or a reuangle, or an arc,and so on. Telidon, as
a name, can i efer to both teletext and videotex systems. Th'e Ontario
Educational Communications Authority has been testing Telidon as a
teletext service since Mid-1980 with a small number of users, Also, nearly
every provincial telephone company in Canada, and Bell Canada, has
begun or will soon begin, tests of Tendon as a videotex service.

Japan has also been developing videotex and teletext systems over the
past several years. These systems are unlike the previously mentioned
systems in that Japan cannot rely on a character generator built into the
.decoder in the television set (as the other systems do), because the character
generator would have tube a ble,to produce up to 3000 different characters.
Instead, the Japanese system, called CAPTAIN, transmits the character
patterns themelves for Kanji characters. Again, in contrast to other sys-
tems, CAPTMN displays fifteen characters on a line and eight lines On a
sereen, while the previously men tioned systems display forty characters on
it line and twenty to twenty-four lines on a screen. The CAPTAIN system
'has been installed on a tritil basis since late 1979 and has about 1000 users.
japan has also tested teletext, dating back to 1978, and has conducted
seyeral field trials of teletext distributed via coaxial cable and fiber optic
tthcs..5

Other countries, primarily iii Western Europe, have alSo begun video-

tex and teletext services. In West Germany, Bildschirmtext has been avail-
able since mid-1980 and has some 6000 users. In the Netherlands, Viditel
has 4000 users and has been operational since late 1980. Other countries
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with relatively small systems ire Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Belgium, Switzerland, Austria, Italy, Spin, Hong Kong, and Ausnalia.

Systems in the United 'States

In the United States the si Mat ion is rather complex, because there are
many services that contain some of the features of videotex and teletext.
Virtually any online database can be accessed via telephone lines and
viewed on a television screen, particularly sif the terminal is a microcr-
ou ter attached to a television set. The only difference between these services
and videotex is the color and graphics (and possibly the fact that videotex,
by definition, is supposed to be extremely easy to use). However, at- least

some of the online services are becoming easier to use, and some are adding
olor and graphics, too.

l'here aie at least three online systems that are considered to be very
close to videotex, priMarily because they have sought users outside the
traditional business and research communities. These three systems are:
Tt. ile Source, CompuServe, and the Dow Jones News 'Retrieval Service. All
three have designed their systems to be attractive to microcomputer
owners, and' haVe marketed their services in cooperation with one or more
i'nicrocomputer companies. Dow Jones, for.eZample, advertises its service
in conjuction .with Apple microcomputers. Compuserve has an arrange-
ment with Radio Shack (the TRS-80) for joint selling efforts. The Source
has been working with Texas Instruments ,(the 99/4). All three database
.services are also providing, or beginning to provide, color and graphics.
The Sour( e, for example, has announced a service called Texnet for owners

of Texas Instruments' 99-'4 Microcomputer, whkch provides color, graph--
ics and even sound. The Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service, available
since 1977, has about 15,000 users; the Source and Compuserve have about
10,000 users each, and began service in 1979. e

Other videotex systems have been developed by AT&T (currently
being tested in Coral Gables, Florida), GTE (tested among a small group of
companies), OCLC (tested in Columbus, Ohio), and.the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (known a\ "Green Thumb" project in Kentucky), Co

name a fet."v.
On the teletext side of the issue, KSL-TV.in Salt Lake City has been

testing teletext since 1978; CBS has been testing teletext signals in several

cities since 1979; and dak Broadcasting has been operating a trial service in
F't. Lauderdale, ylorida, since 1980. Ctirrently, teletext is on the air in Los
Angeles (KNXT-TV and KCET-TV) and in Chicago (WELD-TV and
WGN-TV), and very soon will be also in Washingtoh, D.C. (WETA-TV).

In the cable television arena, the distinction between videotex and
teletext blurs considerably. Data may be transmitted via cables with or
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without being inserted into a pot Lion of a television signal. And even if a
tele\ ision signal is used as the carrier, it could simply be a television-wide
signal lull of digital traffic. Tocom Inc., for example, a manufacturer of
cable tele\ ision equipment, has developed equiinnent that provides for .
teletext signals on fifty-five normal television channels, as' well as data
uansmission independent of the television channels for polling and for
limited interactive services,. The Quire system, produced by Warner Amex,
has rec ently begun testing the use of home, microcomputers as a means of

essing existing online databases via the cable system. Mattel Electronics
produc es In tel li s ion a stand-alone microcomputer for ganles and educa-
tional pac kages, that can also be used in a service called Playcable, where
the games are ytored at the cable head end to be accessed on demand by the
home terminal.

To make matters a little more confusing, the satellite links-among
cable television systems have also been used for versions of teletext. South-
ern Satellite Systems sendsa teletext signal (i.e., the data are encoded into
unused portions of a regular television signal) carrying UPI and Reuters
news to about sixty cable head ends, where thedata are decoded and used to
create a normal television picture of text and sent down the cable as a
normal television channel. Time Inc. has announced that it plans to create
a national teletext service using a television-wide signal full of data distrib-
'uied via satellite to cable television systems. In fact, most Major cable
television companies have developed, or are preparing to develop, hybrid
videotex teletext 'services.

Conclusion

In summary, there are a great many companip in many countries
striving to,create a mass market for videotex and-teletext. When the tele-
phone waC just getting started, it was hot at all clear how it would be,
useful.6 However, in a relatively short time, the business community found
that the /telephone «mid indeed be useful, and terephone systems spread,
not onl; in business, but also into almost all homes. Similarly, videotex
will no doubt be most successful first in commercial applications. But it
will be only a matter of time before videotex and teletext services are
mass-market operations,.

As the mass markets develop, we can look fot social effects similar to
those associated with the growth of telephone usage. As the Harvard
"niversi ty Program on Technology and Society concluded, new technolo-

gies In ing forth social changes "both to take advantage of the neWcapabili-
ties and to deal with unforeseen «msequences."7 We are not yet able to see
all the advantages, nor all the consequences.

'
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Telecommunications

'Me telecommunications indus:try in the United States is far larger than
most peoPle realitrTo give soine idea of its size, shipments of telecom-
munications equipment in l98-1' totaled about $35 billion, arid approxi-
mately 15,000 telecommunkations professionals attend a typical trade
show. The industry-is- characterized by brisk competition and a heady
atmosphere of near science fiction innovation. My purpose here will be to
highlight some reterit developments that have particular significance for
libraries

Electronic Mail

There c an' t be many people left in this country who have not heard of
electronic mail. The newspapers regularly report that Congress has or has
not permitted the%U.S. Postal Service (USPS) to proceed with various
proposed electronic mail services. They also report that giant corporations
suc h as AT&T, General Telephone, Xerox, and others are planning elec-
tronic mail services. Behind all this attention, however, there is considera-
'ble confusion about just what electronic mail is and what it will mean in

practic
al terms.

Electronic mail is simply the transmission of Messages from .one
hUman being to another through means that are partly or totally elec-

., tronic. A telephone call is not electronic mail because "message' in this
context implies that the creation and reception are not simultaneous. BuCif
the conventional telephone call does not represent electronic mail, other
familiar technologies do, including technologies in use for more than a
century.

/
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Facsimile

Facsimile is the transmission of individual images by electronic'
means. It was first demonstrated i,n 1843, and by the 1920s was in use in all
large newspapers for wirephoto news. There were blithe predictions that
facsithile would soon deliver the newspaper to receivers in homes, but that

'proved impractical, and the wirephoto remained almost the only use .of
facsimile until the mid-sixties.

In 1966, Magnavox and Xerox jointly developed facsimile equipmen t
suitable for use in a business setting. This meant that small, inexpensive
units which used plain paper could be attached to any telephone and could
be used by untrained clerical help. This type of device has proved moder-
ately successful, and there are more than 360,000 facsimile units presently
in use. A few years ago, when grant money was easier to obtain, several
libraries conducted sniffles to see if facsimile was practical for interlibrary
loan work. To summarize, and perhaps oversimplify their findings, users
were pleased with the improvement ih delivery speed, but not so pleased
that they would pay the additional cost that facsimile necessarily enthiled.
Librarians may yet make substantial use of facsimile,.but only after facsim-

ile costs are closer to postage costs.
The preponderance of facsimile units are used to communicate within

a single firm or within a narrowly defined industry. For example, the
coroners of Arizona are connected by a facsimile network. Ordinarily, all,
stations in such a network use the same kind of equipment in order to
facilitate communication. On the other hand, when facsimile is used as a

substitute for paper mail, serious problems of equipment compatibility
arise. Two facsimile machines made by different manufacturers often
cannot Communicate because of differences in speed, resolution, modula-
tion, encoding, protocols, and other technical fact6rs. Thus the facsimile
unit is often regarded as a replacement for the interoffice memo rather than

as a full-scale substitute for the U.S. mail.
As the pressure to abandon conventional paper mail grows, there is

ample reason to believe that the problems of compatibility will be )solved.
First, manufacturers are attempting to maintain their competitive edge by,
designing versatile units that can .communicate with otber brands and
models. Second, international standards organizations such as the Interna-
tional Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee (CCITT) have

-promulgated technical standards which are'being Widely ad6pted by fac-
simile .manufacturets. This means, for example, thk a facsimile unit
designated aS CCITT level II can communicale with any other level II
machine regardless of brand. Third, facsiMile networks exist to permit
communication between incompatible units. The network solves the com-

patibility problem by receiving a message and computer-processing it to
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change the speed, resolution, modulation, and so on, before sending it on
to the addressee.

Some types of technology are characterized by slow initial acceptance,
followed by a period of rapid growth, ended only by,.market saturation.
Black-and-white televisiokis irconvenient illustration of this. During the
period of rapid growth, the more sets that were sold, the more profitableit
became to build television stations. The more televisioristations that were
built, the more attractive it became to own a television set. This causeief-
let t interrelationship continued until the market for sets was saturated,
only to be repeated when color television was introduced. This might
easil, be the pattern of development for facsimile. The 'more facsimile
units in use, the more beneficial it becomes to acquire facsimile capability.
Facsimile units might be as commonplace as office copiers in a decade or
so, depending, of course, on postal rateS and the growth of other types of
elec tionic mail.

On the other hand, many telecommunications professionals see fac-
simile as appropriate to only a narrow range of application's. Their argu-
nwnt k that the bulk of information transmitted electronically .is in the
form Of text or tables of letters and numbers. For text, facsimile is dread-
fully inefficient. A typical business letter that can take as long as six
minutes to send by facsimile can be transmitted in character form in as
little as eight sec ondS: The substantial di ffel+pnces. in long-distance charges
will favor teclinologies other than facsimile for routine business commu-
nication. Naturally, facsimile will always be used when pictures such as
engineering drawings, fingerprints, advertising artwork, and the like are
to be transmitted.

Communicating Word Processers

Throughcrut America, conventional typewriters are being replaced by
word processers. It is simply the c.ase that a $15,000 "smart typewriter"
makes economic sense if it triples the productivity of $12,000-a-year typist.
What does not make sense is to create a document on a $15,000 machihe,
phice it in an envelopeith a twenty-cent (as of this writing) stamp, and
entrust it to the vagaries of the USPS. At least, it doesn't make much sense if
the wilder and recipient each have 'communicating word processers
((:WPs). With CWPs, a completed document can be transmitted electroni-
uillv and typed directly on the recipient's machine. This feature is suffi-'
ciently attractive that 90 percent of the word processers currently being sold
have the communication capability, although only about SO percent have
the necessary communication hardware actually installed.

There are over 100 models of CWPs on the market, and this creates
.almost,,exactl the sort of, compatibility problems seen in the facsimile
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field, Fortunately, the three solutions proposed for facsimile (more versa-
tile machines, standards and networks) are applicable- here, and thete
would seem tir be no serious obstacles to the growth of this type of
elec tron lc mail.

Electronic Computer-Oriented Mail and Electronic Mail

The USPS has been aware for some time that facsimile, CWPs,
computer-based message switching networks, and oiher forms of elec.-

' tronic mail are serioUsly eroding their first-class mail revenues. Their own
projection is that 23 percent of first-class mail will move electronically by
1985. To c'ounter .th is threat, the USPS has proposed an initial system, to be

known as Electronic Computer-Oriented Mail (ECOM), which would be
replaced by a much larger system known as Electronic Mail (EMSS). It is
impossible to projeCt wit,h any certainty'what form these systeths will take,

since the U.S. Post Office's action will be determined by Congress rather--
than by technological considerations. It does seem clear, however,_thatihe
rapid growth of electronic mail will force the price of first-classi3aper mail
to levels at which it will be used only when electiOnicinitil is not suitable.

TwoWay Cable

In many parts of the country, the typical home is connected to the
outside world by two communication channels. The telephone company
prOyides two tiny copper wires, and the cable television cOmpany provides

a.coaxial cable. For the information scientist, the important distinction
between these two channels is that the CATV coaxial cible has about
100,000 times as much information transfer capacity as the el ephone line.

It has long seemed reasonable to exploit the great channel capacity of
CATV for other t.han one-way transmission of entertainment televipion.
Sensing this, the Federal Communications Commission in 1972 mandated
"non-voice return" for all .CATV systems. The exact meaning of this
requirement was never entirely clear,.and a few years later the Federal
Communications Commigsion agreed that existing systems would not be

required to add equipment for two-way transmission. All CATV systenis
installed since that ruling-, hoWever, must have the capability of permitting
subscribers to communicate "upstream" or back to the head end of the
system. Only a small number of CATV systems actually use the two-way
capability at present, and they tend to use it in an unsophisticated way.
Typically, multiple choices are/presented on the screen,and the subscriber

"votes" by pressing a numbered key. ,

Even though two-waytATV has not had a substantial impact yet, the
potential for development is great. About 37 million homes in this country
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have access to cable (of those with access, only about one-half subscribe),
and services such as information retrieval and electronic niaii Might gain
wide usage if attractively priced. A good example of a multiple-use CATV
network can. be seen at the University of Illinois. CATV is to be installed in
all residence halls. is will provide the usual entertainment' channels
and, in addition, alarm and monitoring systems, access to the University
Ckmiputer-Assived Instruction System, access to the computer system that
!;erVes the 3000 students taking programming courses in a given semester,
and «mnection to the university's Library Computer System, which will
provide access to some .10 million books at this campus and around-the
staw.

'The important point here is that CATV will often be installed for the
entertainment channels; auxiliary services such as information retrieval
will get a "free ride" on the facility, and hence may be attractively priced.

Digital Telephones

Many telephone users see only the most superficial of changesthe
introduction of the Mickey Mouse phoneand do not realize that the
telephone network behind that phone has been undergbing vast change
One of the most significant changes has been the steady replacement of,
analog transmission with digital.

In a conventional analogtelephone system, the voice causes the dia-
phragnii in the handset microphone to vibrate in the .same way that an
eardrum would vibrate. The electriCal representation of this vibration is
transmitted to the distant handset earphone, which converts the electrical
signal back into sound. The major flaw in this approach'is that, for toll
calls, the electrical signal must pass through a great many amplifiers,Inch
of which aads noise, cross-talk (portiOns of other conversationg), and
distortion. It is very much as if a document were copied Q n an office copier,
a copy made of that-copy, and so on for a dozen or a hundred-iterations.
Most of us have encountered "copies of copies," aria can attest that this
process cannot be repeated indefinitely if the results are to be useful.

Iri a digital telephone, the original speech vibrations are converted
into a series of binary nurribers that a're transmitted to a similar instrument
which converts them back into conventional analog form and then into
sound. The information passing between the instruments is simply a
string of bits represented in the form of electrical impulses. The striking

, advantage to this approach is that the amplifiers and switching equipment
that process litiese pulses do not add noise or distortion. In principle,'a
digital signal can be transmitted through an unlimited numberof amplifi-
ers with no loss of fidelity. By way of analogy once again, a keypunch can
be used to make a copy of a keypunched card, a copy can be made of that

8 b
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card and so on. If the -keypunch does not break down somewhere in the

process, the 100th "copy of a copy" will have exactly the same holes

punched in it as the original.
The introduction of new telephone technology has always been con-

trolled primarily by 'economic considerationS. As an example, Touch-

Tone sets are clearly superior to rotary dial telephones, but with an

installed base of 50 million instruments, it simply was not possible to

replace all the old telephones overnight. In a similar manner, digital

systetns are being phased in and will replace older equipment as quickly

as economicAly feasible. The obvious advantage of digital phones is that.,

connections of any distance will be totally free of noise, distortion and

cross-talk.
There are very important but less obvious 'consequences that will

accompany the introduction of digital phones. To understand how this

new technology will affect data transmission, we Must first look at how

present-day telephone lines are used to connect computers and terminals.

Most telephone lines presently in use were designed a, long time ago to

transmit human speech. They do not work well with digital data, and for

that reason it is necessary to have a modem between the computer or the

terminal and the telephone line. It is the function of the modem at one end

of a line to convert the digital information into tones that can be transmit-

ted over a line designed for conversation. The modem at the other end of

the line then converts ihese tones back into digital signals. For comPlex

technical reasons, it is very costly to build modems that will convert digital

data at rates above about 2400 bits per second (2400 bits per second is the

,> rate used in the. OCLC network, and represents 300 characters per second,

or about 3000 words, per minute of ordinary text): When higher data rates,

are "essential, computernetwOrks lease other specialized transmission facil-

ities at costs much higher than for voice-grade lines.:
With digital telephones, a qui te di fferen t pi cttre is obdined. The Bell

System has 'standardized digital speech at 56,000 bitSper second, the lowest

rate that,wilY ensure reasonablelidelity. This means that a digital instru-

ment installed as a "telephone might also serve-for very high-speed data

communication. A data rate of 56,000 bits per second, is roughly. the

equivalent of 600 MARC records per minute. It may bethme commonplace

to query remote databases, transfer large quantities of data in a short

period, and then do detailed searching offline. to Minimize line charges.

The word may in the preceding 'sentence needs to be emphasized,

because technological innovations of this kind can be enormously disrup-

-tive of rate structures. In other words, the Bell System presently. offers

56,000-bits-per-segond digital service at a price many times the price for

ordinary voice-grade service. It may seek to offer digital telephone service

in eway that does not undercut its market for specialized data transmission

8
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ilities, On the other hand, in the present climate of intense competition
in the telecommunications field, it is simply not credible that a majdr
tec hn ica 1 advance could be made without a corresponding reduction in the
pit( e of sen ice.

New Telephone Directories

The French Prl" (the governmental agency that runs the post office,
telephone and telegraph systems) has embarked-on an ambitious plan to
increaw the number of telephones in France .from 6 million to,14 million
in the spaceof only four years. As`part of its master plan, the PTT plans to
eliminate all paper telephone directories by 1995 and so eliminate the \
printing and distribution of 106,000 tons of paper. It is its belief that
.pro iding a simple CRT terminal next to every telephone 'will be both
heaper and More satisfactory that) the continued distOution of paper

directories. The higher level of satisfaction would arise from the greater.
a« urac v and timeliness of a computer-based directory. The "cheaper"
Ispect hinges on the expectation that terminals should be substantially less

expensive in quantities of 14 million. :

rials of.the new computer-baseVirectories in Brittany have shown
that more development work is needed before they can be installed
throughout the country, but. the PIT is moving ahead with the
plan. Curiously, subscriber diffictilties with the new system are rather
similar to the problems experienced by users 'of computer-based public
access catalogs. Designing inquiry systems that are simple but powerful,
that accommodate the needs of typists and nontypists, and so on, repains
extremely challenging. The French PTT has not found the job any easier
than have designers of library systems.

If we assume that -the. French PTT eventually will install all those
Jerminals, there should be some interesting ramifications: (1) very in-
expensive terminals may be irriported into this country, and (2) the tele-
phone may be increasingly used as a substitute for paper mail. As an
illnstration, suppose you telephone someone who happens not to be in.
Why not transmit'a short, typed message that could be displayed upon his
or her return? It seems likely that the PTT will encourage this kind of use,
because in France, the post office does not compete with .the phone com-
pany. In fact, the PIT has for some time promoted business use of
facsimile, which naturally increases telephone revenue at the expense of
post office revenue.

If the French experiment is successful, there should be considerable
pressure for the introduciion of similar technology in this country. It
promises to be _a bitter fight because 'the various partiesthe Bell Sytstem,
the USPS, the printing iridustry-7have billions of dollars at stake.
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Satellites
Almost forty years ago a science fiction writer described the concept of

communications satellites in permanent orbit around the earth. The idea

was generally viewed at that time as being about as loony as time travel.

Less than two decades later, the Russians shocked the West by launching

sputnik, and the space race was on, By any measure, the communkat ions
technology that grew out of that race has been a whopping success. Last

year the Federal Communications Commission authorized twenty new
satellites, which certainly 'demonstrates that capitalists regard satellites as

an attractive venture.
Itis not just the launching of more and more satellites that makes this

technology significant; satellites are getting_bigger, and that will create a.

whole neW range of applications. To illustrate, if you wanted to receive

Public Broadcasting Syscem programming directly from the WESTAR
satellite, you would need a dish antenna approximately five meters (fifteen

keti in diameter. Such a dish is, naturally, expensive and awkward to

install. The next -generation of giant satellites will transmit signals so

powerful that they can be received using a one-meter dish.* For technical

reasons. the one-meter dish will also be suitable for transmitting to the

satellite. I believe it is only a matter of time until there is a small dish atop

the University of Illinois Library providing access to the OCLC network.

Conclusion

A paper dealing with recent developments in technology seems iTievi-

t'bly to drift from indicating trends and making projections into flat-out

prophecy. And, of course,,prophecies 'committed to print have a way of

making the prophet look foolish. (Alfred Nobel predicted 'that dynamite

was so terrible as to preclude future wars; Henry Ford predicted that the

electric automobile would triumph over the gasoline-powered car, and on

and on.) My predictions are only two, and to me they seem inescapable.

The first is that every advance in telecommunications technology will

further erode the autonomy that libraries have traditionally enjoyed. Loss
of autonomy is not necessarily an unmitigated evil; it simply means that

librarians will need to examine their goals and their resources, and sepa-

rate the essential from the traditional. The second prediction is that the

accelerating pace of technological innovation will make intelligent inan

agement of libraries 'much more difficult. There are many technically

complex options open to librarians nowturnkey systems, networks,

`This might be Called the Crosley Prim iple. Crosley sold inexpensh'e radios during the 1920s

,;nd I930s. and when customers complained that they could not receive anything on their

.
radios, Crosley responded by building the world's most powerful radio station.
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public access catalogs, and so onand the variety and complexity of these
options is certain to increase. The librarian who is disdainful of technol-
ogy will be left behind.

9
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Videodiscs

To maintain a sense of perspective, I flavor my research activities at the

I IT Research Institute (IITRI) with the teaching, each semester, of an

introductory course in data processing. As illustrations in that course, I

frequently use science fiction stories, and it is extremely interesting to note
that those stories have a longer lifespan in the course content than most of

the factual material. The data processing field changes very rapidly. As an

introduction today, I'd like to quote from everybody:s favorite science

fiction author, Di-. Isaac Asimov.

At the present rate of c'.omputer advance, the time will soon come (always
assuming our ci vilization does not crum ble through our own folly) when

any household can have a personal cotrfputer, with a complex and
thorough-going system for information retrieval. This implies a number

of things.
You can get what you need for daily lifeweather information, the

specials and-prices at local stores, news and sports headlines.
You can get what you need for daily businessstock market reports,

office'data, letters xeceived and sent out. You can stay home and still do

your work at the office or plant, electronically, or even hold conferences

by closed circuit television if your system is complex enough.
Most important, you can g, et information that you just happen to want

for no other reason than thrat you want it!

The good.doctor goes on to elucidate the profound effects of such a soci ty

on many aspects of life, principally that of education. You have alre, dy

heard of some of the new technologies that will affect the storage qncl

processing of in formalion, and more.are to come, The topic I will addtess

in this paper is that of videodiks.
Videodiscs are a storage device for information, similar to scr )lls,

books, motion pictures, or phonograph records. The medium itself i4 not
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unlike tlw phonograph record, and videodiscs can be mass-produced by a
stamping process, as are audiodiscs. In quantities of thousands, replicate
cost is on the order of $2.00 each. The storage densitris very high. An hour
of telex ision program material can be stored on one disc., So can the
equivalent of 15,000 pages of textthat's about forty-five books (each at
$0.0,15) !

A wmplete system requires not only the discs, but a display device, a
playback machine,..and a recorder to make the discs in the first place.
Currently, videodisc recorders are very expensive, costing f roM $80,000 to
mote than $1 million. At this time, therefore, we speak of display-only
systuns; users would buy prerecorded material and own only the first three
wmponents Of the system. Tlw COst for these is quite low, since players cost
about $500, and television sets, used for dAplay, are only $200-$300.

The two major types of videodiscs are optical and capacitive. In both
ases the very high sCorage density means that the information bits must be

exceedingly small, meaSured in millionths of an inch, SO they have to be
formed by a laser beam. That is why the recorder cost is high. In the
play bit( k mode, there are large differences. Optical discs are_read by a laser,
but since no burning away of material is required, a very low-powered (an
Mexpensive) laser can be used. The MCA,Thil lips disc is reflective, while
that, of Thomson-CSF is transmissive. For both of these optical systems
there is no wear; only a light beam touches the disc, and a single frame
could be played for years with no damage to the disc. The capacitive
system, suc h as that recently marketed in ,the United States by RCA and
aimounced in Japan by Japan Victor Corporation, uses a stylus, and is
subject. to wear. Also, becau`Se styli .are large, compared to a focused laser..
beam, several frames are recorded on each of fewer tracks, and so frameplay
and single-frame search are more difficult to implement. Kodak, 3M and
others are also working on other techniques fof manufacturing videodiscs.

For consumer use, videodiscs offer the potential of lower-cost play-
back devices, lower7cost materials, and higher-quality picture over video-
tape. However, they do not have a recording feature, and that -factor may
outweigh the others in the movies-at-home marketplace. From the com-
mercial information processing viewpoint, though, videodiscs are much
more exciting than videotape. Not only can sequences be played through
easily, in forward or reverse, at various speeds, without jitter or frame
breakup (as with tape), but frames can be accessed randomly, on demand,
eitlwr manually or under computer control, and any frame can be dis-
played for any length of time.

The optical videodisc thus has large advantages for use in educational
'activities. CostS are low enough to store huge amounts of material; any
frame can be easily accessed; and much information can be stored on each
disc. Whether or not the "television generation" will accept this technol-
ogy remains to be seen.
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It is costly to put material on videodiscs. Videodiscs will have to
compete with both videotape and microforms, even though discs have
some capabilities that cannot be matchedby those media. In a recent cost
analysis at IITRI, we found that the break-even point for discs versuS
microlorms,is about 250 copies. This strongly indicates that videodiscs are
going to become a formidable competitor to current technologies. Other
work at IITRI has led to tbe development of a system anSmethodology to
store full text on videodiscs.2

Videodiscs are part of the revolution Dr. Asimov talked about. It is
concei .able that, for a few thousand dollars, anyone could posse,..s a library
that :lexander would have given his empire to ova. Just as each of us can
haVe, at home, a music repertoire that couldn't be matched in a lifetime of
con(.rt a uendance, one day each may also have an information collection
rival ng that of most present-day libraries.
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Copyright

There appear to be five basic systems employed to protect inventive and
literary properties; patents, copyrights, tradernarks, trade secrets, and con-

tracts. Copyrights appear to have the greatest value for protecting comput-

er programs and,clitabases, but the other elementspatents, trademarks,
trade secrets, and Cotieractshave some applications, or perceived applica-*

tion, to this area.
Patents have been a part of U.S. law since 1890. The patent law seems

to be perfectly suitable for protecting an invention for a rfew mechanical
process or a new chemical process, but it has not lent itself to the protection
of computer programs. Obtaining a patent requires a lengthy legal process
that commonly requires two or three years and an expenditure of a least a

thousand dollars. Although the Supreme Court indicates that patents have'
some application to the protection of computer programs, the Court has
rejected almost every patent application it has reviewed. The problem
renters on the difference between algorithms, which the Court will not
protect, and other aspects of comptiter programs which the Court indicates

are eligible for patent protection. The first breakthrough in solving this

problem occurred in a recent Supreme Court decision in the Diehr case.'
The COtnlra-ThaT a cirnp verned process for curing synthetic
rubber was el igiblefor pafent protection, bt t that the patent protection did
not apply to the algorithm employed- in thc rocess. Other cases are
pending which may open the way for patent pro eckion Tor computer
program's. At the moment, however, patents have little valtaclor protecting

computer programs.
Another form of protection for creative works is Iradenrarks. Trade-

marks protect trade names, or service marks, such as the IBM name and

92
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:logo, or the McDonald's name and logo. Trademark registration prevents a
ornpetitor from using these names or marks or anything similar which

might mislead a consumer. Computer software producers may register the
narnes of their progiams, products or services, and the major firms proba-
bly ha ,e done so. Aside from the protection of names, logos or symbols,
tradema .s have little value for protecting software or hardware.

Trade ecret laws are another means for protecting intellectual prop-
erty or inveniKe property. The most famous trade secret is the Coca-Cola
formula, which 1- Icnown only to a few senior executives of the Coca-Cola
Company. Unlike imttents and copyrights, trade secrets have an indefinite
life, so long as the secret is preserved. The trade secret law has limited
application to programs, since a competent observer can examine a pro-
gram and identify the new procedure or the new secret. Because secrecy is
the essence of the trade secrets law, it can only be applied to specialized
computer programs known to only a few People. Trade secrets in software,
which is widely distributed to schools, libraries or businesses, have an
extremely short life.

The fourth means of protection depends on contract law. Contracts
aiised to regulate the use of patents and copyrights by the licensee and to
protect trade secrets. Contracts are also used to protect software which is

not, or_may not be, protected by copyright, patents or trade secrets. The
importance of this tool has been enhaneed by the confusion over patent
and copyright protection for computer programs. The need for strong
.contract protection for software is somewhat reduced by-the recent passage

. of the Copyright Amendment Act of 1980.

Copy'right Protection

Copyright protection for compu.ter programs has been a source of
confusion for twenty-five years or longer. The problem sterns from the
terni Writings in Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution:

The Congress shall have Polyer...
To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for
limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their
respective Writings and Discoveries....

The term writings did not cause any confusion in the eighteenth century
when Congress extended copyright protection to maps and navigation
charts, but it became a source of controversy as creators attempted to apply
the copyright law to the newer media. Some interpreted writings literally,
so as to deny copyright protection to works that were not created in an
eye-legible form. This literal interpretation Was embodied in the Supreme
Court decision in White-Smith v. A poIl6 (1908).2 In this case, the Court
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determined that player piano rolls were not "writings," so they were not
eligible for copyright protection.

The limit on copyrikht protection for non eye-legible materials was
partially broken by the Copyright Amendment of 1912, which granted
copyright protection to motion-picture films. It was further brOkenby the
Sound Recording Amendment of 1971, which granted copyright protec-
tion to sound recordings. The qu'estion of copyright protection for non
eye-legible materials remained a source of confusion until the passage of
the Copyright Revision Act of 1976. The whole question was settled very
nicely in section 102(a), which states: "Copyright protection subsists, in
accordance with this title, in original works of authorship fixed in any
tangible medium of expressipn, ndiv known or later developed, from
which they .can be perceived, .reproduced, or otherwise communicated,
either directly or with the aid of a macine or device."3

Although section 102(a) removed the,old bugaboo about "writings,"
the act included a significant exception in section 117. Section 117 stated
that the copyright law was to remain unchanged in regard to computer
programs. Congress left the law unchanged since the National 'Commis-
sion on the New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Woi-ks (CONTU) was
then studying the isSue. Congress indicated that section 117 would be
revised later to reflect CONTU's recommendations. The CONTU Final
Report was issued in ;July 1978,4 but its recommendations for changes in
copyright protection for computers did not become law until December
1980, when it was attached to the 1980 Patent Revision Act.3 Under the 1980
amendment, copyright protection for computer programs is provided
under the general provisions of section 106.

Section 106

Section 106 contains the essential elements of copyright protection for
authors, composers, artists, and the like:

§106. Exclusive rights in .copyrighted works
Subject to sections 107 through 118, the owner of copyright under this

title has the exclusive rights to do and to authorize any of the following:
(1) to reproduce the copyrighed work in copies or phonorecords;
(2) to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted work;
(3) to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the

public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or
lending....6

The first two subsections are significant in that they give-the author, or the
author's publisher, the right to reproduce the work for sale or other
distribution.and to prepare new editions (derivative works). These exclu-
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sive rights are modified by the specific provisions of section 117 and the:
general provisions of section 107, on fair use.

Sec lion 117

The new section 117, contained in the 1980 Patent Revision Act,
embodies the computer program users' rights. The owners of copies of
computer programs may make archival copies of programs. They are also
permitted to make some changes in programs and to sell the programs anf
archival tapes. The text of the new section 117 reads as follows:

§I17. Limitations' on exclusive rights: Computer programs
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, it is not an infringe-

ment for the owner of a copy of a computer program to make or authorize
the making of another copy or adaptation of that computer program
provided:

(1 ) that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in
the utilization of the computer program in conjuCtion win a
mac hine and that it is used in no other manner, or

(2) that such new copy or adaptaiion is for archival purposes only and
that all archival copies are destroyed in the event that continued
possession of ate computer program should cease to be rightful.

Any exact copies prepared . in accordance with the provisions of this
section may be leased, sold, or otherwise transferred, along with the copy
from which such 'copies were prepared, only as part of the lease, salp, or
other transfer of all rights in the program. Adaptations so prepared may
be transferred only with the authorization of the copyright owner.'

Additional users' rights are available through section 107, on fair use.

Fair Use

The doctrine of fair use was developed by the courts to balance the
interests of copyright proprietors and the users of ,copyrighted works. To
simplify greatly, fair use permits persons other than the copyright oWner to
copy a small part cif a work in a manner that 'is not injurious to the
copyright owner. The doctrine of fair use was part of the common law of
the United States until the Copyright Revision Act of 1976 went into effect
in 1978/The fair use section is very brief, consisting of a broad definition of
fair use and four criteria for applying the concept.

§I07. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the fair use of a copy-

righted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorec-
ords or by any other means specified by that section, for purposes suCh as
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple
(opies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringe-
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men t of copyright. In determining whether the use made of a work in any
particular case is a fair tise the factors to be considered shall include

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is
of a commercial.nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the

copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the

copyrighted work.°

Although fair use has broad application, it is gener'ally associated
with the work of students, scholars, teachers, and journalists. Although
liale has been written about it, fair use also applies to the duplication and
use of copyrighted computer programs. Fair use permits the programmer
to include part of a copyrighted program in one he or she is writing. It also
permits the user of an online service to duplicate a portion of a Copyrighted
database for the purpose of quoting it or including it in a new database.
Although the fair use section is useful, its application to computer pro-
grams is severely limited by the terms of the commonly used computer use
contracts. Because of the ambiguity surrounding patent and copyright
protection for programs, the owners of those materials have depended on
contracts to protect their interests. Although program or database con-
tracts may not specifically forbid the application of fair bse, their terms
appear to do so. Program users may be able to recover their fair use rights
by including an appropriate clauserin their contracts, such as: "Nothing in
the terms of this contract contravenes the licensee's rights under Title 17,
Section 107, U.S. Code." The copyright owners may be reluctant to accept
this condition, but it may serve as an opening wedge in efforts to recover
the fair use rights embodied in the copyright law.

Input-Output
The two computer users' rights sections, sections 107 and 117, do not

address the question of entering copyrighted materials in computers. Some
persons have argued that they should be permitted to input copyrighted
materials and pay royalties when the materials were printed or incorpo-
rated in another work. Although inputting a very small amount of a work
may fall within the provisions of the fair use section, inputting more than a
small part of a work creates a copy "fixed in any tangible medium of
expression"9nd this is one of the rights reserved to the copyright owner
under section 106.10
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Copyright Protection for Older, Progrrns

The 1980 copyright amendment wenNTo effect on the date of its
passage, December 12, 1980. Neither the amendment nor the accompany-
ing reports comment on copyright protection for P'tokrams created before
that date. Until the courts rule to the cbntrary, it seemslakto assume that
programs created before that, date, and which display a corirlight notice,
are protested. Their protection appears to stem from the fact that computer
programs are now a recognized and accepted media capable of copyright
protection, and because the Copyright Office has been accepting computer
programs for copyright registrinion since 1964..In 1964, John F. Banzhaf
III, a law student, wrote a simple program whichlie recorded on a short
length of magnetic tape He wrapped the magnetic tape on a typewriter
ribbon spool and submitted it to the Copyright Office for registration.
After some negotiation with Mr. Banzhaf, the Copyright Office modified
its procedures to accept copyright registration of coMputer programs."
The Copyright Office statemenkannouncing this...mew procedure indicated
computer programs woUld be accepted,for cdpyright registration, but the
Copyright Office could not assure the registrant that the copyright was
legitimate.12 The legitimacy of all those registrations accepted since 1964
was tacitly supported by the old section 117, which went into effect on
January I, 1978. It was further resolved by the CoPyright Amendment Act
of 1980, which provided full copyright protection for computer programs.
Although the copyright acts of 1976 and 1980 are not retroactive and the
law has not been tested in the courts;, one may assume that all of those
copyrights created from 1964 to 1978 are protected under the terms of the
1909,act, and that they would be respected by the courts. It may be interest-
ing to note that IBM holds over half of the copyrights registered under the
1964 procedure. In hindsight, it appears that IBM legal staff made a good
decision to register those programs to assure their protection.

Some software vendors took an alternate approach to copyright pro-
tection. They issued all of their programs with a copyright notice, but they
did not register the copyrights. Their copyrights are probably valid under
the terms of the 1909 act, the 1976 act, and the 1980 amendment. Since the
copyright proprietors did not register their programs, they probably will
not receive the full benefit of copyright protection, as registration is
essential to obtain some benefits. One should not assume that their copy-
rights are invalid, but it may be unprofitable for a proprietor to sue an
infringer.

1 0,
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Are Databases Programs?

A final question concerns the application of the 1980 copyright
amendnient to bibliographic databases. The 1980 amendment offers the
following basic .definition of the materials covered by the amendinent: "A
'computer program' is a set of statements or instructionS to be used directly
or indirectly in a computer.in order to bring about a certain resul t."I3 The
CONTU Final Report seems to suggest that databases are covered by that
definition, but many question whether that definition is broad enough to
cover databases." Although the CONTU Final Report does not have the
force of law, it seems :3afe to assume that it is an accurate reflection of the
intent of the legislators who accepted the CONTU recomthendations and
embodied them in the copyright law.

The key question, however, is not whether databases fall within the
dehnition of computer programs, but whether or not they fal 1 within the
definition of a compilatiorr

A "compilation" is a work formed by the collection and assembling of
preexisting materials or of data that are selected, coordinated, or
arranged in such a way that the resuJting work as a whole constitutes an
original work Of authorship. The term "compilation" includes collec-
tive works....

A "collective work" is a work, such as-a periodical issUe, anthology, or
encyclopedia, in which a number of contributions, constituting separate
and independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective
whole.15

If static or dynamic databases fall within either of those definitions, they
are eligible for copyright protection. In such a case, the copyright protec-.
tion extends only .to "the material contributed by the author of such work,
as distinguished from the preexisting material employed in the work, and
does nOt imply any exclusive right in the preexisting material."I6 Under
these terms, copyright'protection for a database consisting of some new
materials and some materials obtained from other sources-is limited to the
ma terials and organization supplied by the creator. If some of the ma crials
in the database are in the ptibl ic domain (e.g., catalog copy prepared by the
Library of Congress), then they remain in the public domain. If sorne of the
materials in Ahe database are taken from a copyrighted source (e.g., a
bibliographic citation from a Bowker or Wilson index), then the copyright
in that citation remains the property of the original copyright holder.
Under these conditions, it may be difficult to sort out the ownership of all
of the data in a database, but there is little doubt that copyright protection
is available for these databases.
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Copyright Rekistration and Notices

The registration and notice requirethents were originally desigird for
items that were finished and registered before they entered the market.
Programs ancidatabases ma y be in a constant stateof change and that raises
questions about the best procedures for providing full copyright protec-
tion for them. The CON1V Final Report suggests that a procedure shou Id
be established by the Copyright Office to facilitate occasional upda tMg of
these registrations.17 Until the Copyright Office provides appropriate
procedures for upda ting registra dons, it seemsappropriate to regis te rThese

products as early as wssible. When procedures are established to handle
this material, the c opyright owners will probably have to provide supple-
mentary registration from time tO time.

C.:opy right notices are not diffinilt to provide. A notice containing the
-word copyright or-the c symbol, the name of the copyright owner, and the
rear of c rea ion should appear on the printout oison the screen each time
the progian or database is applied or accessed. Additional dates should be

1: sided to the '. notice for each year in which the program or database is

revikd or expanded (e.g., Copyright East-West Data Service, 1978, 1979,
1980, 1981, 1982). Notices also should appear on programming sheets,
program guides, and the like.

Conclusion
Copyright protection for computer programs and databasj'g has been a

source of confusion for over-twenty years. The confusion over the term
writings in the Constitution was an early bar to copyright protection for
the electronic media. The problem Was overcome through the-broad terms
of the Copyright Revision Act of 1976, but that act contained one sec tion
freezing coPyrigh t protection fOr computer programs until the recommen-
dations of the National Commission on' New Technological Uses of Copy-
righted Works could be implemented. The commission completed its work

in 1978, and an amendment to the. Copyright Revision Act Of 1976,
embodying its recomMendations, was passed in December 1980. This
removed the section freezing copyright protection for computer programs,
thereby allowing the general provisions of the act to apply to computer
programs as they apply to bmks, films, records, and other media. The 1980
-amendment went beyond removing the freeze on copyright protection for
co m p u ter plograms: h. also provided a_reasatlable set of users.'. righ ts to
facilitate revising and making archival copies 'of programs.

Many of the queStions about inputting copyrighted materials, and
wpyrigh t protection for dynamic databases, have been resolved by the 1980

amendment. Other questions about registration and deposit procedures

3
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are still unanswered, but the resolution of these problems will not-require
legislation. The Copyright Office can handle those matters through its
rule-making authority, and it will probably do so in the near future. In
short, most of the problems in the application of thq copyright law to
computer programs and databases have been resolved- although the
answers will not please everyone.
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What I will present here consists of a number of seemingly disparate trails
of thinking that I have been pursuing for the past four years or so. Charting
those trails on a single map, relating technological change in the informa-
tion world ,to the ongoing history of librarianship, as well as to larger
managerial and social issues, is what I hope is accomplished in this paper.

I would like to start by introducing an image of this conference as 'a
whole, and a series.of alternative images of my place as the last spot on the
'program. It is the image of a technologica) feast. I think it will illustrate the
underlying rationale with which I undf!rtook this paper. First picture the
program, up to now, as a great smorgasbord of tecFmological pickles, side
dishes and main courses, with the audience invited to fill their plates.
There they are, the tempting relishes (microcomputers, mmmmmm),
hearty pastas (word processers and telecommunicationdevices), and flashy
ice-sculpture salad arrangements (videotex and disc), along with the varie-
ties of bread and butter (micrographics and input/output devices). All are
arranged attractively to the eye, and in as convenient a form as possible, to
encourage the diners to eat heartily.

After having conjured up this image, where, I asked myself, do I fit in?
My first thought was obviousdessert. At the end of the table, I am the last
item to maneuver,onto the already overloaded plateif you go in for
desserts. Some, of course, have already left the table and gone off some-
where to sit dOwn and eat. These are either the practical-minded, no-
nonsense eaters to whom sociological musing is most definitely a frill, or
the.virtuous dieters making their way home after too many days out of their
libraries. To those still left, out of either politeness or a true love for the
pastry that will round out an already rich meal: hold back your compli-
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ments to the chef. No, I decided that image would not work; not dessert.
People who go in for sociology may often be pretty sourthey have a
reputation for enjoying making other people uncomfortableand a
number of them have been found by many to be, for onereason or another,
conThletely indigestible. The dessert image just did not fit. Iliad to devise
something else to get a sense of my function on the- program.

My next thought was busboy. Here I am, sweeping up after the
smorgasbord, trying to create some order following the disarray of the
feast. There is a certain amount of plate-scrapingto deal with those
messy issues that did not get fully dealt with (like how to pay for all that
technology). Maybe I will have to make some clatter to help ease the last
diners out, with- some bold pronouncement about,the future of the tree
with the decline of paper. But I will have,to watch out for those sharp
knives andforks of criticism, for as an.academic and a fairly traditional
library practitioner, I have some vulnerabilities: I do not have a degree in
electrical engineering, have never mounted a disc pack, and I have never
had to meet a payroll. Still, the bUsboy image does not really suit me either,
for the busboy is silent; he has no direct contact or identification with the
diners.

What I have finally settled on as an image is something more anthro-
pomorphic than a dessert, something a bit more dignified than a busboy.
What I will be today is a restaurant critic, a literate and dispassionate

Commentator on the 'feast served to the library world by the information
technologists. As a restaurant critic I have an obligation to be honest about
my personal tastes in food. But I also must be sensitive to my readership,-to
be certain to cover stich essential details as-ambience and price. Today I
will even go beyond that a bit, and discuss nutritive value. To achieve such
balance in critical perspective, there is no better Michelin guide to emulate
than that provided by sociologya field that, 'to me at least, goes further
than any other humanistic area of studyin bringing understanding to the
issues we face ,as librarians in a technological age,

fo helprny audience pursue the thread of argument that runs through
this paper, I. would like, at this time, to provide a brief outline of that
argument. A key to underslanding librarianship's relationship to techno-,
logical adoption is to develop a more disinterested model of what librar-
ianship is. The commonly accepted model in the occupation currently is
the classic "attribute' model of professionalism. After reviewing the clas-
sic professional attribute model, present an alternative model of how
professions behave. This model is now widely accepted and used by sociol-
ogists, and is known as a "process" or "conflict" model. An important
element of the process model is the idea of occupational segments, devel-
oped in a seminal paper by Rue Bucher and Anselm Strauss, which I will
briefly recap. With this process model of professions in mind: I-will then

lVb
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look specifically at librarianship. It is my thesis that technology has always
played a critic:al role in the "process" of librarianship, and that today this
role is expanding at the expense of other social values which librarianship
purstwd in the past. I will offer a number of arguments showing the status
benefits to librarianship which ,advanc«i technology brings, and explore
in some depth the consequences of librarianship's increasing reliance.on
technical solutions. Through a more critical examination of the social
ends to which new technologies are being put, I hope to ,persuade librar-
ians to take full cognizance of their responsibilities in Che information
world. I wish to make explicit some of the value choices made by librarians
that now seem partially hidden, and through that urge a more general
examination of the values implicit in much technological decision-
mak ing. Only through such higher-level perspectives on decision-making
as they are shared by many librarians, in a manner respectful of a diversity
o( interests, cari we hope to avoid the institutionalization of information
systems which run counter to human needs. Having now provided a
general oiltline for my remarks, I will proceed with an examination of two
competing models of a profession, during which I hope to demonstrate
that one is superior to the other in terms of objectivity and accuracy.

Virtually all of us who have gone through library school and have
endured a course on "the libraty in society" have doubtless heard the
time4tonored lecture on professionalism. That lecture, usually titled "Is
Librarianship a Profession?" (or among the bolder; like Melvil Dewey's

own "librarianship,is a profession"2), typically reviews a canned defini-
tion of professionalism and then proceeds to point out how well librarian-
ship fits the definition. The definition used has been around with only
minor variations at least since 1915 when Abraham Flexner argued the case
for social workers,3 and the classic statement of it is generally consklered
the one by Gyeenwood.4 Central to this definition is its logic of assigning
professional status to an occupation based on specific traits or attributes of
that occupation. Criterion attributes for professional status include such
things as I he occupation having a scientific or specialized and esoteric
knoWledge base, 2111 orientation toward serice to the publican extended
period of training required for entry, a code of ethical conduct, and a
professional association. This model is widely taught not only in library
schools, but also in many other programs, such as schools of nursing and
journalism, or wherever professional status is an issue.

The attribute model has long been troublesome to sociologists, and
has gradually been replaced .by models Which are more sophisticated.
There is. one great problem with the atujbute model, which is this: sin«
"professional status" is defined solely in'terms of attributes, the model has
promulgated the popular notion that if an occupation wants "professional
status," all the occupation need do is strive to achieve all the attributes it
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(an.5 Thus, undertakers can develop codes of ethics, copywriters can form
professional associations, chiropractors can require bachelor's degrees for
entry into chiropractic schools, and so onwhich is, in effect, the creation
of the form, without necessarily any substance, of professionalism. Uhrar-
ianship, too, of course, in its striving for greater 'social recognition, has
worked to achieve such attributes as are called for in the attribute model of
professibnal ism. The recent effort within ALA to promulgate a meaning-
ful .code of ethics is just one example. The attribute model, then, rather
than being an objective.definition of anything, is a set of ideas used by
certain occupations to get what they wanta special type of social recogni-
tion called "professional." Some sociologists have gbrie so far in rejecting
the attribute model as to call the terms professionalism arid profession
"folk concepts," having no relevance to sociological 'scholarship at

What has replaced the attribute model as a sociological tool to better
undei stand those occupations which call themselves professions? No sin-
gle simple, alternative model has yet been precisely codified, but there is
general agreement that the actions or moves an occupation engages in to
achieve or maimain a high social status are more important to study than
whether some set level"professional"has been achieved or ..not
achieved. Such an agreement avoids the pitfall of having sociologists Make
some judgment as to whether or not an occupation is a profession, since in
reality that judgment has relatively little, if any, meaning. What does have
meaning, of course, is the belief common within cerr4in occupatioriS that,
professional status is a desirable goal. Such a belief is a reliable predictor of
certain actions designed to achieve the goal of profesSional status. This
refocusing of attention away from the spurious issue of whether an occupa-
tion is or is not a profession, and toward an examination of action to
achieve the imputed goal, is called a "conflict" or "process" approach to
the study of occupations.

An important theoretical building block in developing this more
objective approach was provided in a 1961 paper called "Professions in
Process" by Rue Bucher and Anselm Strauss, which'was bublished in the
American Journal of Sociology.6 Bucher and Strauss drew attention to the
means by which-profeSsions stistain a high soCialstattis,-but moreimpor
tan tly, they pointed out that to conceive of an occupational group as a
unified and homogeneous "profesSion" was to ignore a lot of the signifi-
cant.variation within the group. They developed the concept of profes-
sional "segments," subgroups within the ocrupation as a whole which
have varying, and sometimes conflicting, interests. These segments may be
specialties, they may be special roles designed to perform public relltions
for the occupational group, or interest groups bent on making certain
changes in the occupation as a whole. The paper defined professions in a
new way: "as loose amalgamations of segments pursuing different objec-

,
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Lives in different manners and more or less delicately held togetherunder a
common name at a particular period in history.'7 These segments, the
authors argued, behave much like political movementS, in which there
may bewong leaders, competing ideologies, jockeying for special recogni-
Lion and influence with the public at large, and other activities that belie
the sense .of "professional unity" that is assumed whenever we generalize
about an occupation as a whole. The idea that certain occupations cotild be
analyzed in terms of the actions of segments was an important contribution
to the process model of professionalism. What I shall present here,relating
technological change to the professionalization of librarianshiP,- relies
heavily on the concepts. that Bucher and Strauss developed.

Bucher and Strauss ou tline a rather extensive typology of how occupa-
-tional segments can be studied, using examples from medicine that are
lam iliar to all of us; but three, research propositions they discuss -are
particularly important to my purposes here. First, they note the special
problems posed by recruitment into occupations, by which they are refer-
ring to how professional schools wen out the "right kind" of new profes-
sionals. Schools, they note, can be a "critical battleground" upon which
oiffering interests within a profession fight to gain new recruits for one
segment or another.8 Second, the authors note that segments often are
organized around some "core task" and seek recognition of that taSk by
other segments zind by the lay world as elemental to the profession as a
whole. For the medical field, the most prominent "Core task" has histori-
cally been the cloctor-patient relationship, although, of course, many
physicians do not participate in that task to any significant degree in their
workdaywitness pathologists, medical researchers and administrators,
and radiologists, for example.9 Third, recognizing that homogeneity in a
profession is illusory, yet important for the occupation's relationship with
the lay world, Bucher and Strauss call attention to what they refer to as
"spurious unity and public relations." In this context, allow me to quote
brieby a comment they make about professional associations: "It seems
that associations must be regarded in trrrfs of just whose fateful interests
within the profession are served. Associations are not everybody's associa-
tion bur represent one segment or a particular alliance of segments. Sociol-

ogists may ask of medicine, for exam14: Who has an interest in thinking of
medicine-as a whole, and which segments take on the role of sPokesmen to
the public?"10 These three research Propositionsrecruitment battles in
professional schools, the definition f "core tasks," and "spurious unity
and public relations"suggest ways'of looking at occupational segments
as they maneuver among one another for a larger piece of the status pie.

Having sketched out what I believe is a more fruitful way to describe
the activities of certain occupational groups, I would like to consider how a
process model may be used to examine librarianship. It should be clear
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froni my synopsis of the process perspeetive that I am definitely not
interested in arguing the question of whether librarianship is a profession
or not. I am interested in the continued actions taken by librarians, singly
and in groups, to maintain or enhance their group status within
librarianship.

NIy central thesis is that new information technologies are serving as
powerful tools, not just .in what they do in physical terms of moving
information around, but as, social instruments in the hands of certain
occupational segments. Like the white lab coat of the scientist or the
stethoscope of the doctor, information technologies have social communi-
cative value quite apart from their manifest functions. The particular end
to which new technologies are especially suitable as means is the acquisi-
tion of professional attributes.

Lei us first look at the value of new technologies for the professionali-
/ation of librarianship in the context of the recrui tmen t conflicts suggested
by Bucher and Strauss. Library schools have long been under pressure, at
least since the Williamson Report of 1923,11 to provide a more scientific
base to the content of their instruction. This pressure came from a variety
of sources, one of them being the university community's perception that
what was being taught in library schools was not sufficiently rigorous to
merit graduate school status. Another presSure came from the strong drive
for professionalization from many occupational segments, since attain-
ment of professional status requires a scientific and continually growing
knowledge base._

The most signifiCant early response to that pressure for more science
was the attempt to forge a social science knowledge base for librarianship
at the University of Chicago in the 1930s. Douglas Waples's reading
interes, studies,:Dean Wilson's library SUrveys, and Bernard Berelson'S
social:Apolitical analysis of the public library were among the attempts
made to create a social science of librarianship.12 Counterpressure from the
field prevented the social science-based definition of library science from
gaining a lasting foothold. Then, following World War II, the develop-
ment oloperations research and kindred methodologies brought the hope
that such mathematical techniques could serve to build the krrowledge
base librarianshi0 needed. The problem which advocates of the operations
research movement had wa's that the length of training required to master
that area was subStantial; thus, very ,few mathematically-oriented
researchers were ever recruited to build a significant movement. And, like
the social science movement before it, operatiOns research could not attain
the support of a sufficient number of practitioners in the field because
application just 'seemed so difficult.

But postwar technology was different'. Though technology is not
"science," twentieth-century tedinologies related to elemental electronic '

liv
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or other physical processes are closely wedded in the public mind with
science. The library world was in a fortunate position to benefit from that
public perception, especially following the publication , of Vannevar
Bush's "As We May Think"ia and the interest of a n unl ber of early comput-
er specialists in word processing. Computer research had iinmediate legiti-
macy on the university campus. Although the early librarian "'information
science" advocates of computer application had over a ten-year fight with
library sc hools to bring computers into the curriculum, it is safe to say at
this point that they have won. The requests from library school deans to
senior university administrators for more terminals, more computer
power, more electronic hardware of all sorts, legitimizes the professional
status of library schools in the eyes of the academic community as nothing
before ever did. Otherequipment requests that.had been made in the past,
sum hi as for -media ,hardware, provided no such benefit because of their
unfortlina le association with elementary and secondary education.

In addition to this clear legitimation benefit that computer technol-
ogy provided library educa Lion, there is another benefit to library educators
faced with curric ulum development problems. Teaching about new tech-
nologies is an easy way to keep a course "current," much easier than
organizing a course around new research findings in our field. Developing
a course around new technologies is likely much more satisfying to stu-
dents because the course is clearly "relevant," to use the overworn word of
the sixties. This strategy for curriculum design also x\,, ins friends among
practitioners for the same reason. Never mind that most of what would be
learned in such a course likely will be fairly meaningless in five years as
still newer and better gadgets come along; still the students are happy, they
earn their course credit, and once they pick up their sheepskins they are no
longer the school's problem. Instead of teaching students to think, it is
easier just- to- keep -them busy..and then leave them to that great new
panacea, "continuing education."

-lb summarize the points made here about the recruitment conflicts
evident in library education, we can see that new technologies appear to
create new "know ledge"in actuality, merely new "know-how "which
increases the promise for professional status that librarianship seeks. Iron-
ically, that these technologies are almost always developed not by people
with MI.S degrees makes no difference whatsoever. That these technolo-
gies are not "science" either makes no difference, because the blurring in
the public naind of technology and science provides a sufficient screen for
the library school to continue doing what it has done for many years
provide a good deal of practical technical instruction along with an
indoctrination into the belief that librarianship is a profession. All of these
factors coinbine to convey an increasingly pro:innovation bias to students
in library schools, They myth being perpetrated is that ."newer is .better."
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Moving on to the Bucher and Strauss notion of "core task" as it
applies 'to segmental conflict within librarianship, it is apparent that the
question "What does a librarian do?" has been a thorny one for many years.
Much of the diffiCulty in 'answering the question stems from the profes-
sional bureaucratic conflict the field is caught up in, as library adminis-
trators are, by our definition,, librarians, just as catalogers, reference
librairans, and book selectorS are. I would argue, however, that for the
purposes of professionalization of librarianship, the medical paradigm of
the doctor-patient relationship looms large in our library schools arid our
professional literature. Such a paradigrn gives special weight to the refer-
ence librarian's claim to perform the core task of the field as a whole
providi ng information directly tousers. Parenthetically, I do not wish to
leave the impression 'here that, because I personally am a reference librar-
ian, I tun pleading a special status case for reference work; rather, I am
trying to develop a more general point. That point is that the recent
tec hnoloiical innovations in reference work, most notahbly online biblio-
graphic searching, have had a substantial impact on the public image of
librarianship as a whole.

The Core task for:librarianship in the past has a character that allied
librarianship closely with human service occupations such as nursing,
medicine and social work. The provision of one-t.o-one help was first put
into practice by Dewey and others to compensate kir the complexity Of new
systems originally designed for self-help.14 The early theorist of reference
service, Samuel Swett Green, developed a-rationale for reference" that had
common intellectual roots With many other late nineteenth-century help-
ing institutions. Giving personal assistance in libraries was an idea of great
attraction to an occupation which became available as a career to many
educated women at that time, when the institutionalization ot charity was
a major social force in the United States. In this century, the elaboration of
the "core task" nature of reference was undertaken by textbook writers such
as Margaret Hutchins" and the work of others like Robert Taylor, whose
"question negotiation" theory17 brought reference ideology even closer to
that most modern of status occupations, Freudian psychological counsel-
ing." A statement made by Verner GlapP in 1966 aptly. places this intimate
helping image of the reference "core task" at the center of librarianship as a
whole:

Reference work, as we who have labored in its vineyeard have always
maintained, is the culmination, the floweringor, if you will, the reap-
ing and the rewardof librnry work. For this, from generation to genera-
tion, the acquisitions staff has checked dealers' catalogs, bid at auctions,
ransacked the bookshops and bookstalls of the world, engaged in
inequitable exchanges, and sought out tons of unreadable offieial publi-
c ations. For this the bibliophiles collected, and then parted with, their
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collections again. For this the never ceasing labors of the cataloging
MOM slowly wrought streamlined order out of incredible chaos, convert-
ing an inapprehensible mi scel lane i ty in to a comprehensible universe of
knowledge. For this the army of encyclopedists, lexicographers, compil-
ers, bibliographers, and indexers selected and anthologized, analyzed
and assembled, footnoted and referenced. Of all these labors this, at last,
is the payoff. The time may seem to be any, time of day. But it is not just
any time of day; it is the very moment of truth. In .th is inttan.t, out of the
secret lore, the powerful wisdom that has been entrusted to him, the
reference librarian has pronounced an Open Sesame, and the recesses of
the library unfold. From among its thousands of volumes and millions of
pages shines forth a factthe information for which an inquirer is
waiting at the reference desk, perhaps patiently, perhaps impatiently,
and only rarely conscious of the miracle that is being pgiormed on his
behalf and which is taking place before his eyes."

It was true, of course, that, even described in such glowing terms, there
were grave difficulties with reference service. As several researchers have
revealed, the accuracy quotient in reference work is not at all satisfactory.'
Organizational researchers showed that the work performed by librarians
in reference departments was often .clerical.2' Bunge's experiment with
nonlibrarians performing reference work provided results that were hardly
encouraging to ihose who felt as Clapp did.22 But then the technological
change of online bibliographic searching came along to allay any doubts
librarianship might.have had about the primacy Of reference. .

What online searching did, of course, was to put the reference librar-
ian in a special relationship..as intermediary between certain users and a
technology which had powerful status association value. I say "certain
users" because the cost of the service, both in staff tii-ne andin direct money
terms, made providing it for 'all unthinkable. The speed wi-th which online
searching was accepted in the field was truly amazing especially in light of
the repeated accusations Made by the information science cornmunity in
the sixties that librarianship was so anti-innovation. Even the barricade of
charging for use, thought by some to have had the authority of the Ten
Commandments to American librarianship, was quiekly brought down
with hardly a slingshot volley of a fight. And the reason? In my opinion, it
was the status value accompanying the technology that accounts in large
,measure for the rapid acceptance of online searching. Another reason may
have been the desire to protect the performance of the -"core task" from
being practiced by othersnonlibrarian's; thus, the still strong support for
the intermediary role among those system designers who closely cater to
th6 interests of reference librarians.23 Such is one example of the use of a
technology for social ends other than the practical end for which it was
designed.

This analysis of a technologi6al innovation in the area of a "core task"
is meant to suggest that other information technologies May nothave such
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an easy introduction into librarianship unless they can be Similarly asso-
ciated with reference or other broadly recognized core tasks. The transfer of

taloging data thmugh timesharing networks is, of course, widespread by
now, but largely due to economics. The professionalization rewards of this
innovation are decidely mixed with losses, too, as the change is not highly
visible to the public, and catalog librarian jobs are being phased out.24
Other technologies may,not be able to gain a sufficient number of support.-
ers within the occupation to allow the technologies to flourishin libraries,
and so they may struggle along, like the audiovisual or microform innova-
tions have, with limited success.

The final ara of the Bucher and Strauss conflict model I will discuss is
that concept referred to by them- as "spurious unity and public relations."
Closely linked with the defin i tion of core task, "spurious unity and public
relations" in this context refers to the function that technological change
serves librarianship in projectinga particular positive and unified public
image:We have seen it referred to in our own literature many times as "the
new librarian." Computer terminals, videodists, lightpens, and dozens of
other devices serve to provide the public mind with aset of related images
that leaders in librarianship are very anxious for the public to associate
with "librarian." Many, many librarians, of Course, haveno contact at all
with neW technologies in their daily work, but that fact can be ignored in
the rhetoric of professional image-building.

Besides providing, a status association for, librarianship to supplant
the old spinster stereotype, there is another sign i fiCan t gain for the politi-
cal leadership Of librarianship accomplishedby the concentration of atten-
tion on technological innovations. That gain is the opportunity to speak
for librarianship as if it were a Single unified group of 130,000 sophisti-
cated specialists, all highly trained, and basically concerned with the
solution of technical problems. Librarianship becomes narrowly defined,

in terms of `g.etting information to people," and the real difficulties We
have in complicated sociopolitical decision-Making tend not to get dis-
c ussed in puhlic.-We pretend that "getting information to people" is all
that there is to it, hecausethat is what we think ye know how to do pretty
well. But what about the larger issues? What information are we talking
about? And whiCh people? These are questions on which it is difficult to
reach consensus, and thus are questions that are too of ten avoided by our
profession's political leaders. Some would say that we like technical ques-
tions because they are solvable, we dislike philosophical questions because
.they are not. Consensus on means is easy, consensus on ends probably
IMpossible, and so the leadership takes the easy route.

There is an illusion created, when we skip talking about ends and go
straight to discussing means, that we all agree on ends, that that issue has
been taken care of. All value debate 'has been closed offprematurely, I
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think. If we are talking about features of a circulation.system, for instanCe,
we assume that what we require of any circulatiOn system is generally
agreed upon. We have avoided asking whether we need to buy a circulation
system more or less than we need more, mul tiple copies, or some other piece
of equipment such as a photocopy machine to provide free civics in lieu of
loans.26 We also tend to let our own unspoken values, like "newer is
better," to remain unspoken, and thus unexamined.

Because it is difficult to develop consensus on ends, and thus to_build
political power internally to achieve greater benefits from the lay world,
concentration of attention on rheans-technologyis an attractive. strat-
egy for those interested in promoting certain interests of librarianship.
Complicated issues like inCellectual freedom, or what is just and fair
distribution of information in our society, make for long debate, and do
nix ever lead to final closure, to what some would call "progress." It is
much easier to pretend we all agree on what we are collectively about, and
get on to the next. issue. This, of course, is what.we get into when we
consider technology first.

Using technology as p tool to create spurious unity and to promote a
politically expedient, though inaccurate, Public image of librarianAhip
effectively crowds out consideration of our most fundamental problems in
the information world. Political, aganizational and economic problems
do not have technical solutions. And what is worse, technological change
brings along with it side imPacts in political, organizational and economic
spheres. We must know about technology, but if that is all we know, then_
we are in trouble. We will have no sense of perspective on how best to use it
or to judge whether it may cause damage when we use it.

One very serious problem that is nontechnical is that social inequities
are developing in terms of accessibility to information. ThOugh we hear
much applause in the library press that we are becoming an "information
society," our information technologies are helping create a society of
information "haves" and information "have-nots." A declining 'literacy
rate is just one sign of this problem. Though there is much touting of the
social benefit of decentralization possible with microcomputer tethnol-
dgy, we are simultaneously seeing greater centralization develop in larger
and larger corpora tions,26 centralization that is wiping out some avenues
for, information dissemination without providing adequate alternative
paths.

To summarize in,a nutshell what I have presented here concerning a
process perspective On librarianship and its-relationship to technology, it
has been shown with examples that segments of librarianship use technol-
ogy for their own social ends. Technology in practice is not value-neutral.
Adopting one technology may mean forcing out another one. In the area of
the recruitment issdes to which Bucher and Strauss called attention, we
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have seen that the new technologies in librarianship may not transform the
library schools into halls of science to any significant degree. In relation to
the core tasks' of librarianship, I have argued that technological adoption
of online searching sustained -a protectionist attitude, and did not at all
indicate a breakthrough in which librarians came around to a more
enlightened way of thinking. Technological change also provided a vehi-
cle for groups in librarianship interested in projecting a sense of unity-to
the lay worldwhat Bucher and Strauss called "spurious unity andpublic
relations." With all of these points Lhave been critical of the professionali-
zation movement within librarianship, because I think that movement
distracts us from considering more important issues.

I Would like to state here that. I do believe there is some positive
meaning to the term pDfessionaL if we limit it to the sense that some
workers possess special knowledge which they put to use on behalf not of
themselves but of the general good as they can best determine it. Acting on
behalf of specific others does not necessarily lead to to the general good.
There are those like Don Swanson27 and Paul Zurkowski who would
disagree with me on that, and I suPpose they have as much right to their
ideological position as I have to mine. I do:wish, though, that they would
not shroud their view in the.rhetoric of science., pretending that theirs is a
dispassionate and incontrovertible position. I also wish that some librar-
ians would think a bit more critically when they hear technology vendors
equate profit and loss with 'good and bad.

If we librarians are to act in a professional .manner-in--the--sensein
whiCh Thave just described, I believe it is time we take much more seriously
the important responsibility we hold in adopting the technologies now
rolling out of Silicon Valley workshops. We need to evaluate them care-
fully before we buy them. We need to make others aware of potential
problems we see before others bUy them. We urgtintly need !'environmental
impact studies" .for neW information technologies, soas to protect thOse
good parts of our world information environmentlike scholarly journals
and neighborhood newspapers:that are on the\ "endangered species" list.
Above aft:we need to learn more-about economics, and learn fast.
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